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ABSTRACT

This work describes the effects of erosion on the heat transfer characteristics on thrust vector

control vanes exposed to aluminized propellant exhaust flows. This was accomplished using an

inverse heat transfer parameter identification of quarter scale models. The model is based on a four

node lumped parameter system with two heat energy inputs. The erosion is modeled as decreasing

the geometric dimensions linearly as a function of time and the percentage of aluminum in the

propellant. Excellent agreement was found between experimental and model temperature profiles.

The heat transfer coefficients of the vanes were found to decrease with increasing erosion rates.
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1.* IS T1RDUCTION

This thesis is a continuation of work done by the Naval

Air Warfare Center Weapons Division (NAWCWPNS) and thesis work

at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) to provide a better

understanding of the heat transfer characteristics of jet

vanes used for thrust vector control-(TVC) of vertical launch

missiles. This is accomplished using an inverse heat transfer

parameter identification of quarter scale replicas which can

be used to find full scale results.'

Thrust vector control is a process by which jet vanes are.

inserted into the exhaust plume of a missile to control the

flight path prior. to the. missile :obtaining the required

velocity for the external control surfaces to take effect.

[Ref. 11 A schematic for the TVC system is shown in Figure 1.

SrOWS6 r-tc

40IAUT -40S

VIgure 1 Thrust vector control System Schematic



Due to tha harsh thermal environment that the vanes are

exposed to, a better understanding of the heat transfer

processes which take place will help in the improved design of

jet vanes. This will lead to longer operation and the ability

to use propellants that burn hotter and use a higher

percentage of aluminum for greater momentum flux and better

performance. (Ref. 2:p. 1]

There are five basic steps in determining the heat

transfer characteristics of the vane:

1. Develop a mathematical model of the heat transfer

processes which take place in the vane. It is c4ressed in

terms of a number of physical constants, some of which are

known, some of which are to be determined. (Ref. 3:p. 1)

2. Gather experimental data in the form of temperature-

time data at selected locations on the vane.

3. Compare the predicted and experimental temperature-time

data.

4. Use the differences between the simulated and actual

temperatures to drive a systematic adjustment of unknown model

parameters in an optimization routine. The process is

repeated until the experimental and theoretical data

differences are minimized in a least-squares sense.

[Ref. 3:p. 21

5. Calculate the heat transfer parameters of the system

using the physical parameters of the model which give the best

estimate of the actual behavior.

2



Previous work has concentrated on using parametric system

identification to validate the use of full and quarter scale

models to predict the heat transfer characteristics for full

scale vanes in a non-erosive environment. The research in

this report extends the quarter scale model to an erosive

environment.



11. TUBOLY

A. SACUOUND

1. Physical Description

The main pieces of equipment used in the experimental

tests are the rocket motor and the jet vanes. The rocket

motor is set up to provide a constant thrust-time profile.

The propellants used in the motor are aluminized ?hydroxyl.-

terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) with either 0%~, 9?, or 18V Al

by weight. The jet vaness are made from pressed and sintered

tungetan powder that is infiltrated by 10% copper by weight..

There are four vanes for each motor. The experimental setup

in showna in Figure 2. (Ref. 2:p. 1,21

Figure 2 vwai and Motor Assemnbly for Experimental Tests

4



The experimental tests are conducted as either full or

quarter scale. The quarter scale tests have several

advantages. Most important is the cost savings over a full

scale test. The reduced size of the motor, vane and test

equipment account for much of the savings. [Ref. 4:p. 15,16]

The biggest disadvantage of the quarter scale vane comes in

the placement of the thermocouples. Whereas in the full scale

vane the thermocouples can be placed inside the vane, for the

quarter scale vane the thermocouples must be placed on the

vane shaft. The thermocouple placement is contrasted in

Figure 3.

• . •% .. .

?•±gi ze 3 Thermocouple Placement for Full and Quarter Scale

n,.. Basic Modeling

'In order to predict the thermal response of the jet

vane, <a simple model had to be developed. The model had to

S'. 2.' -" 5
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consider the physical characteristics of t.ýe vane ancý, thp heat

transfer processes that were taking place.

The physical quantities can be broken into two

categories: material and geometric,. The material properties

considered were the vane density, thermal conductivity, and

specific heat. The geometric properties considered were the

conductive lengths., cross sectional and surface areas and

volume..

The heat transfer processes considered were

convection at the-surface of the vane and conduction of heat

through the vane._

ftg=*w.4 Thermal Energy -Node Model

Hiat transfer in the vane is modeled by applying the

law of' conservatiwi of energy. Energy balance equations can

be derivdd usi#n9 a model cma.istizng -of thermal resistances and



capacitances driven by the temperature difference between the

nodes. The energy balance for Figure 4 is,

C1LR1 C1Ri C5.Ro CI1Ro

where Ti>T1 >To. The convective resistance is found by,

1M (2)
AS

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient and A, is

the surface area. The conductive resistance is found by,

RMkLx (3)

where L is the conductive length, k is the thermal

conductivity and k is the cross sectional area. The thermal

capacitance is given by,

Cap VC , (4)

where p is the material density, V is the volume and C,, is the

material specific heat.

3. Lumped PamaJeter

The nodes of the basic model lend itself to dividing

the vane into different sections, or lumps. For the full

7



scale model, the vane was geometrically divided into three

separate sections: the tip, fin and shaft. A node is lo.-ated

at the center of each section. The sections are defined as

shoim in rigure 5. For the quarter scale model, a fourth node

was added at the mount to account for the different

thermocouple placement.

4. PSI Procers

A simple model was needed that could easily be changed

for different materials, geometries and exhaust conditions.

This lead to parametric system identification (PSI). PSI is

a computer based procedure where the parameters of a model are

changed until a best- fit approximation in a least squares

sense to exnerimental data is obtained. [Ref. 5:p. 6]

Parameter identification has several advantages over

the other modeling choice, computational fluid dynamics (CFD).

Creating a mathmatical model o.! the vane using CFD is almost

impossible due to the complexi1ty of the exhaust flow. The jet

vane must operate in a high temperature, three-dimensional,

turbulent, compressible supersonic flow [Ref. 5:p. 3,4] PSI

ignores these complexities and focuses on the end result.

This makes PSI not only simpler, but the infcrnation that

comes out of the PSI model can easily 'W used in irproving the

design. PSI also handles nonlineL: conditions such as

ablation. [Ref. 6: p.2]

8
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reisane , and stre th energy asateml2aaiac

KA 341-

in C1. The same process occurs at node two with recovery

temperature Tu, thermal resistance 1I,, and thermal capacitance

q. Node three stores energy in thermal capacitance C, and is

connected to ground through thermal resistance P... All nodes

are coupled by conductive resistances. [Ref. 6:p. 4] Applying

the laV.of conservation of energy to the system leads to the

following equations:
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T, T, 2 TRT,= I- T÷ +R (5)
ClRFl C1R 12 C1R1 2 ClRFl

TI T2 T2 T2 T 3  _T__

C2RI 2 C2RF2 C2-- 1 2 CR 23 C2! 2 3 C2 ?F2

,T 2• T3 T 3 (
SC 3!?23 C3!? 3 CAlG

letting,

a C2- CR 12  a2 1 2 (8)

a23 a 32 = 3;3  (9)

,=-1 (10)
C34 3 0  CIRp,

22 C2R- (11)

Combining coefficients at the same temperatures gives,

a .=aj, b,, (12)

a2, =a21 + a2,,÷b2 (13)

a33 wa3 +a3, (14)

Rewriting the equations,

11



"' 2=aC'2 T2-a 22 T2 +a23 T3 +bZTR2  (16)

S=az32 T2 -a33 T3  (17)

Rewriting into state-space form, T = AT + Bu, or

±1 -a,, a2  0 T b1i 0 0 TRZ
1'2 = a2, -a22 a23  T2 + 0 b22 0 TU (18)
t3 o a32  a33 T3 0 0 0 0

The energy balance equations are a set of linear, ordinary

differential equations which can be readily solved on a

computer. This was done in a Fortran program using an IMSL

subroutine called DIVPRK. DIVPRK solves a double precision

initial value problem for ordinary differential equations

using fifth-order and sixth-order Runge-Kutta-Verner methods.

DIVPRK requires a user supplied subroutine called FCN which

defines the set of equations to be solved.

The main program containing DIVPRK and FCN is called

SIM.FOR, and simulates the temperatures of the three node

model. The model is driven by an input vector u which is the

product of the recovery temperatures Tt, and T. and a step

function simulating the thrust. Physical and geometric data

was used to calculate the internal thermal conductive

resistances and capacitances which lead to coefficients in the

A matrix. Since the inputs at nodes one and two from

12



convection and node three from ground are unknown, values for

these resulting coefficients must be guessed. The output of

the program is temperature-time data which is written to a

data file called TEMP.MAT. This data can then be read into

MATLAB and plotted. The purpose is to try to match calculated

temperatures with known experimental temperature data at node

two and validate the numerical approach. The results are

shown in Figure 7. Although the node two temperatures are

close, they are not identical. By extending the program to

include an optimizer that could adjust the unknown A and B

coefficients, a closer approximation could be found.

This was done in a Fortran program called NODE3.FOR.

It is in this parameter identification, or PID, program that

the differential equations are set up and solved. First,

physical and geometric data is read in from a data file called

INPUT.DAT. This information is used to calculate the internal

thermal conductive resistances and capactitances which lead to

coefficients in the A matrix. Since the inputs at nodes one

and two from convection and node three from ground are

unknown, the resulting unknown coefficients from the A and B

matrices are sent to the optimizer as variables to be found.

The optimizer used is an IMSL routine called DBCLSF which uses

a modified Levenberg-Marquardt method and an active set

strategy to minimize an error in a least-squares sense subject

to simple constrainte placed on the variables by the user.

DBCLSF calls a user written subroutine called TEMP that

13
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Figure 7 Simulated and Experimental Node Temperatures

calculates the temperature- time history using the current

parameters supplied by DBCLSF called from the PID program. It

does this through DIVPRK and iaN. Once the temperature-time

history -is calculated,, an error function is returned to DBCIJSP

based on the differences between predicted and experimental

temperature-time histories. The optimizer then adjusts the

14



unknown parameters and the process repeats until certain

convergence criteria is met.

B. PREVIOUS MODELS

Work on the jet vane thermal model began at the Naval

Postgraduate School (NPS) by Nunn and Kelleher [Ref. 7] in

1986. Further development of the model was continued by Nunn

[Ref. 5] and Hatzenbuehler. [Ref. 8] Hatzenbuehler was able

to create a four node quarter scale model using PSI procedures

and a computer software package called Matrix X. Reno (Ref.

13 followed Hatzenbuehler and refined the four node model and

attempted to compare the quarter scale results to full scale

vanes, but was unsuccessful. More recent work has been done

by Parker (Ref. 4]. He obtained good results using a full

scale model of the jet vane. He also looked more closely at

the scaling of the models and the applicability of quarter

scale results to full scale vanes. He also found that

existing quarter scale models did not provide an accurate

picture of the heat transfer processes in the full scale

vanes.

C. TEZE NOD FmULL SCAL MODEL

Parker's five node full scale model was reduced to a three

node full scale model to investigate whether the three fin

nodes could be reduced to one node and obtain the same

15



results. Parker's five node full scale model is shown in

Figure 8.

TR2

RF~~ R~J~R3~4 14
_ ? =. I

- ~ -=C4- R41,5

Li

Figure 8 Parker Five Node Full Scale Model

The three node model was driven using the geometric data

given in Table 1 and the following material data: p - 18310

kg/d, k w 173 W/mK, and C. - 146 J/kgK. The recovery

temperatures used to drive the system were Tm - 2670 K and TU

-2570 K. [Ref. 6:p. 7,81 These temperatures were contained

in the input vector u, whose values were the product of the

recovery temperature and a step function simulating the thrust

function..

16



Table I GEOMETRIC DATA FOR FULL SCALE VANES

tip to vane to shaft

V, CmW 2.6 52.0 23.0
Af, cm3  5.9 5.2
A., cm' 4.35 112.16
L, cm 5.0 6.0

The program found the values for b,, - 1.0029 and b1.

0.0809. This corresponds to the convection heat transfer

coefficients of 16,025 W/neK and 1003 W/lK at the tip and fin

respectively. The ground resistance was found to be 0.0001.

These values were found to be reasonably close to those from

Parker's five node model. He found b,, - 1.3787, bm - 0.0862,

and the ground resistance to be 0.0001, while the convection

heat transfer coefficients were 22027.5 W/m!K and 1057 W/I"K at

the tip and fin respectively. (Ref. 4:p. 633 The temperature-

time histories for both models are shown in Figure 9.

17



SIUULATION FOR THREE NODE FULL SCALE MODEL
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III. ABLTION EFFECTS

A. ABLATILON MODELING

There was erosion in the quarter scale vanes exposed to

aluminized propellant exhaust flows. For the 0% aluminized

case, only 1% of the vane's mass was lost. But for the 9% and

18% aluminized cases, the loss became much more substantial.

For the 9% case, 8% of the vane's mass was lost. For the 18%

aluminized case, 501 of the vane's mass was lost. Vane mass

loss was found to be nonlinear with the percentage of Al in

the propellant. The relationship using an exponential

function by an empirical fit was found to be

%mae~s 1ossu1,042e(O.2173 )("-1  (.9

Vane erosion profiles for the three cases are shown in Figure

.0. [Ref. 2:p. 6,7] At least part of this erosion was likely

caused by ablation. Ablation is due to. the melting of the

surface of the vane (Ref. 9:p. 122].

A short FORTF.AN program, COEF.FOR, was written to see how

the known A matrix coefficients were affected by the mass

loss. The geometric dimensions of length, area, and volume

were modeled as decreasing linearly as a function of time and

percent mass loss. The results for the 9% Al and 18% Al cases

are shown in Figure 11.

13
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a0 % AbUMIhUM

I 9% ALUMINUM

1 11% ALUMINUM

Figre 10 Vane-Erosion Profiles

Several trsnds in Figure 11 are worth noting. The

dominent coefficient in both ca-ses is a,,. This is expected

since

a -~za (20)
CIR12

and C, is small due to the small volume at the tip of the

vane. Also note that the coefficients are nonlinear over time

and the nonlinearity increases with increased mass loss.

D.- .M NODE QU•DTER SCAIa MODEL

The. erosimi present in the quarter scale vanes when the

aluminized propellant wan used needed to be investigated. A

four node quarter scale model had already been derived by

20
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Vigure 11 Effect of Brosion on A RUG coefficients in the
91 Al and 18* Al Cases
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aeno [Ref 1] Application of the law of conservation of

energy led to the following equations:

T•.=-a•.T.+al. 2T2 +bllTRI (21)

T 2 =a2,1 -a2 2 T2 +a2 3T3 +b22T. (22)

t 3 =oa32 T2 -a.3 T.+a34 T4  (23)

t 4 =a4 ,T 3 -a44 T. (24)

These equations needed to be modified though, since they

did not include the effects of erosion. Erosion of the vane

caused the geometric dimensions of the vane to change, while

the material properties of density, thermal conductivity and

specific heat remained constant. The program COEF. FOR modeled

the changing geometric dimensions with time. All that was

needed was to attach COEF.FOR to the main PID program as a

subprogram.

The other aspect of interest in the cases with aluminized

propellant was whether the convective heat transfer

coefficients were time varient. Once the values of b,, and b.

are found in the PID program, the program COEF.FOR can be

modified so that the heat transfer coefficients can be

calculated at every time step since

h• "I- hf. (25)

22



R3= . (26)Rr-bj q" rz b22C2(2;

and C,, C2, A,,, and Af ao;) all time dependant.

C. CONVERGING QUARTER SCALE MODEL WITH ABLATION

1.. Case 1: 0% Al in Propellant

For case 1, data was taken for three seconds before

thrust began to tailoff. This allowed for 61 temperature-time

data points to be taken, or 20 per second. The data points on

the vane corresponded to nodes three and four of the model.

This data was read into the PID program NODE40.FOR along with

the geometric data and the recovery temperatures. In the

subroutine FCN, a delay of 0.3 seconds was used to account for

the time before the thrust reached its steady state value.

The results obtained were excellent; the square root of the

sum of the squares of the difference between experimental and

model temperatures at nodes three and four was only 1.19

degrees Kelvin. A plot of the experimental and model

temperatures is shown in Figure 12.

The values obtained for the unknown variables were

a34-0.5376, aol0.1528, ao--0.1651, bi1-7.6511, and bnn0.0722.

These variables led to resistance values of RF-1.2221,

Ra=6.4795, and R44-1.8206. The negative value obtained for F.

indicates heating of the vane from ground. The convection

heat transfer coefficients were calculated to be 30405.43

23
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CASE 2: 9% Al in Exhaust
140:,,

12 T3 CXP. CAL

121
"• 100-

-• 80 -
cza

20
T4 EXP. CAL

0 . -= "r

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

TIME (9sc)

rigure 13 Case 2: Experimental and Model Temperatures Vs.
Time

The variables lead to resistance values of R,,-2.9135,

R•,-5.9930, and R.O-0.1989. Again, the negative resistance of

PL, indicates heating of the vane from ground. The convection

heat transfer coefficients were calculated to be 13354.40 and

251.80 at the tip and fin respectively.

The values for b,, and bh found from NODE49.FOR were

added to the geometric and material data in COEF.FOR in order

to calculate the convective heat transfer coefficients at

every t.ime step. The heat transfer coefficient at the tip

decreased from an initial value of 13742.78 to the final value

of 13354.40. The heat transfer coefficient for the fin

decreased from an initial value of 259.17 to the final value
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of 251.80. In both cases, there was only a three percent

decrease. The coefficients are plotted versus time in l'igure

14.

14000
ht
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0 0. L 1.5 2 2.5

TIME (see)

Figure 14 Convective Heat Transfer Coefficients Plotted Vs.
Time For Case 2.

3. Case 3: 18% Al in Pzcpellant

The same procedure was done for case 3. Temperature-

time data was only taken for 1.6 seconds before the severity

of the erosion caused direct plume impingment to the vane

shaft. .[Ref. 2'p.9] A delay of 0.1 seconds was used to

account for the time before the thrust reached its steady

state value. Again the results were excellent: the sum of
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the squares difference was only 1.52 degrees Kelvin. A plot

of the experimental and model temperatures is shown in Figure

15.

CASE -3: 187. Al in Exhaust
250-r1
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0-I-
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TIME (see)

7iguze 15 Case 3: Experimental and Model Temperatures Vs.
Time

The values obtained for the unknown variables were

au=-0.2000, ac,=5.9382, a0-lO0.O0, b,,=1.6236, and b==O.0500.

The variables lead to resistance values of Rf,-11.7085,

R.,=19.0253, and LA=-0. 6 3 8 0. Again, the negative resistance of

it indicating heating from ground. The values of the

convection heat transfer coefficients were calculated to be

4786.95 W/afK and 114.26 W/mK at the tip and fin respectively.

The values for b,, and b. found from NODE418.FOR were

added to the geometric and material data in COEF.FOR to again
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find the convective heat transfer coefficients at every time

step. At the tip, the heat transfer coefficient decreased

from an initial value of 6451.38 to the final value of

4786.95. The heat transfer coefficient for the fin also

decreased, from an initial value of 154.11 to the final value

of 114.26. There was a 26% decrease at both the tip and fin,

with the tip showing nonlinearities. The coefficients are

plotted in Figure 16.
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Pig=*. 16 Convective Heat Transfer Coefficients Plotted Vs.
Time For Case 3.
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D. Erosion Front Modeling

An energy balance equation can be written between the

leading edge erosion heat flux, q/A,, and the heat required to

maintain the vane leading edge ablation rate, or

.( T)='PFI C( TMT)
AO F (27)

where ST is the Stanton number, TAw is the leading edge

recovery temperature, Tw is the vane leading edge temperature,

T. is the melting temperature of the vane material, F is the

heat of fusion for tungsten, and C is the heat capacity of

tungsten. Also note that

= (28)

where HL, the leading edge convection heat transfer

coefficient, is found by a parameter identification program

like one of those previously described. (Ref. 10:p. 2,31

A theoretical erosion rate can be found by manipulating

equations (27) and (28)

Ar~ f ( T~ e T O 29poF[I+ Cl IT)]19

Tw can be estimated by running a four node simulation model

and using the node one temperatures at each time step.
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Equation (27) is based upon ablation of the vane, which

requires that Tw>TM. Therefore the erosion rate was set equal

to zero until Tw reaches T.. The melting temperature for the

vane, which is a 90% tungsten-10% copper alloy by weight, is

3513K. This temperature is higher than Tw for both the 9% and

18% cases, and therefore theoretically the vane should not

erode. Since the vane does erode, TM for the vane was taken

as the melting temperature of copper, 1358K. This seemed

reasonable since the melting point of copper is lower than

that of tungsten.

Once the erosion rate is found, it can then be integrated

over the time of the firing to find a theoretical length of

the vane eroded. This was done in both the 9% and 18% cases

and is shown in Figures 17 and 18. The length of the vane

eroded using this method is estimated as 1.1 cm for the 9%

case and 2.3 cm for the 18% case Although the 1.1 cm found

for the 9% case is high compared to the 0.4 cm found

experimentally, the 2.3 cm found for the 18% case is very

close to the 2.5 cm found experimentally.

Equation (29) can also be used to try and validate the use

of the melting temperature of copper for Tm. This was done by

plotting the vane temperatures found in the simulation

programs as a function of the length between nodes one and

two, then using the known total length eroded from the

experiment to find the apparent melting temperature. The

plots for the 9% and 18% cases are shown in Figures 19 and 20.
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The melting temperature found for the 9t case was 1732K while

the melting temperature found for the 18* case was 1580K.

Although both of these are higher than the melting temperature

of copper, they are fairly close. The reason for the melting

temperature of the vane being higher than predicted is due to

the presence of tungsten which aas a melting temperature of

3683K.

2000 ,,

1800 1 -

loco .. -_ __-_ __

~1000 T 7
Boo - - - --

1w 800

• •400 --
0 0.5 1 L.8 2 2.8 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
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Figure 19 Temperature Profiles Between Nodes One and Two For
the 9k Case
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The full scale three node model attempted to show that the

three fin nodes of the Parker five node full scale model could

be reduced to one node. This was done, obtaining similar

results for the convection heat transfer coefficients at the

tip and fin. This validated the use of only one fin node in

Reauo's four node quarter scale model.

The erosion effects of aluminized propellent on the

quarter scale vanes had to be investigated. There were three

postulates considered of how the heat transfer coefficients

changed:

(1) the heat transfer coefficients were independent of

erosion zate and time,

(2) the heat transfer coefficients were dependent upon

erosion rate, but given a fixed erosion rate, were time

independent, and

(3) the heat transfer coefficients were dependent upon

erosion rate and were time varient.

The first postulate was investigated by A. Danielson in

[Ref. 2]. He found that as the percentage of aluminum in the

exhaust and the erosion rate increased, nonlinear factors

began to have a larger impact and show the limitations of the

linear model (Ref. 2:p. 9].
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To investigate the remaining two postulates, a model for

the erosion of the vanes had to be developed. The erosion of

the vanes was modeled as a linear decrease of the geometric

dimensions as a function u2 time and mass loss percentage.

This was done in the subprogram COEF.

For the second and third postulates, the coefficients in

the PID subprogram COEF were set to the appropriate values for

cases two and three, thereby allowing the geometric dimensions

to vary. This led to excellent results which remained fairly

constant even as the percentage of aluminum in the propellant

increased. The sum of the squares error was only 1.19 for the

0% Al case, 0.73 for the 9% Al case, and 1.52 for the 18% Al

case. This seemed to link the erosion rate to the heat

transfer coefficients.

To determine whether the heat transfer coefficients were

time dependent, the program COEF.FOR was modified to calculate

the heat transfer coefficients as a function of time.

Although the heat transfer coefficients remained fairly

constant at the fin, they decreased over time at the tip.

An equation based on ablation of the vane was used to try

to predict the erosion rate. The erosion rate was then

integrated over the time of the motor firing to obtain the

theoretical length of the vane which eroded. Although the 9%

case predicted an eroded length which was more than double the

experimental value, the 18% case was very close. Two of the

reasons the 9% case was off can be explained by the simplicity
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of the model and the assumption that ablation would being

occuring at the melting temperature of copper instead of the

tungsten-copper alloy which the vane was composed of.

To find a closer value to the melting temperature of the

vane, the simulated vane temperature was plotted as a function

of length between nodes one and two. By using the known

length of vane eroded, a theoretical melting temperature could

be found. The melting temperatures found were 1732K and 1580K

for the 9t and 18W cases respectively. This was much closer

to the 1358K for the melting temperature of copper than the

3513K for the tungsten-copper alloy of the vane.
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CONCLUSIONS

* The five node full scale model can be reduced to a three
- node full scale model by removing two of the three fin

nodes and produce comparable convective heat transfer
coefficients.

* Erosion of thrust vector control vanes can be adequately
modeled by a linear decrease of the geometric properties
as a function of time and the percentage of aluminum used
in the propellant.

0 The negative values found for R. indicate heating of the
vane from the mount area.

- Both the tip and fin convective heat transfer coefficients
were dependant upon erosion rate and were time variant,

* The erosion rate and therefore the length of the vane
which will erode over the time of a motor firing can be
adequately predicted using an energy balance equation
based upon ablation of the vane.

* The melting temperature of "the vane appears to be much
closer to that of copper than the tungsten-copper alloy
which is expected.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

"" The erosion front modeling needs to be investigated
further to see if erosion mechanisms other than ablation
can be modeled such as direct impingement of the
aluminized particles on the vane.

"* The G-law erosion algorithm explained in [Ref. 9] may
provide a method to use results from a quarter scale model
to predict full scale heat transfer characteristics.

"* The quarter scale model needs to be modified to include
the heating effects in the vane mount area.
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APPENDIX A. SIMULATION PROGRAM

This appendix contains the FORTRAN code used in the

program SIM.FOR, which is a forward model program to simulate

the temperatures of a three node full scale model, and

SIM4.FOR which is a forward model program to simulate the

temperatures of the four node quarter scale models.
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Program SIM

c This is a forward model program to simulate the
c temperatures of a three node full scale model.

integer maxparam,neq

parameter (maxparam=50, neq=3)

integer idO, istep, nout

real*8 t,tend,a(3,3),b(3,3),u(3),t2(61),y(3)
real*8 paramn(maxparam),fcn,float,a3g

intrinsic float

external fcn, divprk, sset

common/datal/a, b ,u

c Open files for data input/output

open (9,name-' sim3.nmat', status-'new')
open(8,name-Idatam.dat', status-'old')

c read in experimental data

do i-l,61
read(8,*) t2 (i)

enddo
close (8)

c initialize matrices

do i-u1,3
do J-1,3

a(i,J)-O.O
b(i,j)-0.0

enddo
enddo

c enter data for trial run

a(1,2)-0.2936
a(2,1)-0.0147
a(2,3)-0.0107
a(3,2)O-.0243
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~~ P.

L 3gO.Q0001l
.'b (I1,l) al 0000

b2,2) -0. 0500

a(2,2)m-(a (2,1) +a.(2, 3) +b(2, 2)
a (3, 3)-(a (3, 2) +a3g)

u (1)-2670
u (2) -2570
u (3) -0. .0

c set initial conditions

tas0.0
do inl,3

yWi)0.0
enddo

tol-O.0005
call sset(maxparam, 0.0, param, 1)

idOmI
do istep-l,61

tend- . 0768*float (istep)
call DIVPRK(id0,neq,fcn,t,tend,tol,param,y)
write(9,9001) t,,t2 (istep) ,y

euddo

c final call to release workspace

idO-3
call DIVPRK(idOtneq,fcn,t,tend~tol,param,y)

9001 format(1f6.3,4f10.4)

close (9)

end

C------------------------......................................................

subroutine fcn(neq. t,y,yprime)

integer neg

real*B t,y(neq) ,yprime(neq)
real*8 a(3,3),b(3,3),u(3),d

common/data]./a, b, u
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c thrust profile simulat~on as step input

if (t.gt.O.2) then
d-1.0

el6Sew
d-0.0

and if.

do i-I,neq
yprime iM =0. 0

do J=1,neq
yprime(i)=yprime(i)+a(i,j) *y(j) +b(i,j) *u(j) *d
enddo

enddo,

return
end
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C ----------------------------------------------------------

Program SIM4

c This is a forward model program to simulate the
temperatures of a four node quarter scale model.

integer maxparam,neq

parameter (maxparam-50, neq=4)

integer idO, istep, flout

real*8 t,tend,a,(4,4),b(4,4),u(4),y(4)
real*8 param(niaxparam) ,fcn,float,a4g

intrinsic float

external fcn, divprk, sset, coef

cozmon/datal/a, b,u

c open files for data input/output

open(9,naxne-'sim49.znat', status-*new')

c initialize matrices

do i-1,4
do J-1,4

a(i,j)m.0.
b(iJ)nO.O

enddo
enddo

u () 2155
u(2) -2061
u(3)-.0.
u(4)-0.0

c set initial conditions

t-0.0
do iwl,4

y M -.0. 0
enddo

toluO .0005
.call seet(maxparam, 0.0, parani, 1)
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idOu1
do istep-1,41

tend-0 .05*float (istep)
call coef (tend)
call DIVPRK(idO,neq, fcn, t, tend, tol,,param,y)
write(9,9001) t,y

enddo

c final call to release workspace

idO-3
call DIVPRK(idO,neq, fcn, t, tend, tol,paramly)

9001 format(1f6.3,4f10.4)

close (9)

end

c -------------------------------------------------------

subroutine fcn(neq, t, yyprime)

integer neg

real*8 t,y(neq) ,yprime(neq)
real*8 a(4,4).,b(4,4),u(4),d

conunon/datal/a, b u

c thrust profile simulation as step input

if (t.gt.0.7) then.
d-1.0

else
dw0.0

end if

do imlineq
yprizme M)-0. 0

do jul,neq
yprime(i).yprime(i)+a(ioj)*y(j)+b(i~j) *u(j) *d
enddo

enddo

retura
end

C ----------------------------------------

subroutine coof (tend)
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real*8 vt,vfovs,atf,afs~itf~lfs,rho,cp,k,sf
reai*8 vtO,vf0,vsO~atf0,afsO,itfo,lfsO,al2,a~l,a23,a32
real*8 a(4,4),b(4,4),,u(4),ci~c2,c3,rl2,-r23

coam~on/datal/a,b,u

vtO-2.6
vf 0-52.0
vsO-23.O

atf0-5.9
afsO-5 .2

itfO-5.0
ifsO-6.O

rho-18310.*0
cp-146.0
k-173.0
sf-O.25

vt-vtO -0. 0*tend
vtmvf0-0.0*tend
vsmvs0- 0. 0*tend

atfoat~f -0 *0*tend
afBsafeO-0. O*tend

Itf s-f O 0.0. *teznd

rl12nl00.0*Itf/(Ck*atf)
r23w100 .0*lfs/ (k*afe)
clorho*cp*vt*0. 000001
c2.rto*cp*vf *0. 00000.1
c3wrho*cp*vo*0 .000001

r12-rl2 1st
r23-r23/bf
claicl*sr**3
c2=C2*sf**3
C3vc3*dt**3

a (2, 1) al/ tc2 *r12)

aC(3 t2)-1/ (c~3*z23)

a(3,4)-0.5376
a a(4,3) -0 -I28
a4goi-0 .1651
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b(1,1) -7.6511
b (2,2) =0. 0722

a(l, I)=- (a(l,2) +b(l,l))
a(2,2).- (a(2,1)+a(2,3)+b(2,2))
a(3,3)-- (a (3,2) +a(3,4))
a(4,4)=- (a(4,3)+a4g)

return
end

C------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX B. COEFFICIENT PROGRAM

This appendix contains the FORTRAN code used in the

program COEF.FOR which calculated the effect of erosion on the

known coefficients of the A matrix and the heat transfer

coefficients.

• ' "" " "4 8- "



C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - -- - -

program coef

integer i

real*8 vt,vf,vs,atf,afs, ltf,lfs, t,rho,cp,k,sf
re-al*8 vt0,vf0,vsO,atf0,afsO,ltfO,lfsO,a12,a21,a23,a32
real*8 asfO,asf,ast0,ast,bll,b22,ht,hf

intrinsic float

open(10,name-'coefl8.mat' ,status-'new')
open(11,name-'htcl8.mat' ,status-'new')

Vt0-2.6
vfO=52.0
vsO-23.0

atf 0-5.9
afsO-5.2

ast~o4.35
asf 0-112.16

ltt 0-5.0
U800u6.0

rho-18310.0
cp-146.O
km173.0
ofwO.25

bii-1. 6236
b22=0O.05

do 1-1,33

tmO . 05*float U.)

vt-vtO -0. 8125*t
vfwvfO-2.6.25*t
vawmve0-7. L875*t

atfoatfO0Q.O*t
at s-at sO -0. 0*t

actmuastO -0. 9062S5t
aat-ast0-23.367*t

ltt -ItfO- 1. 625*t
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rl2-100 .0*ltf/ (k*atf)
r23=100.0*lfs/ (k*afs)
clurho*cp*vt*0.000001
c2.rho*cp*vf*0.000001
c3nrho*cp*vs*O .000001

rl2.rl2/sf
r2 3wur23/sf
cl~cl*sf**3
c2.c2*sf**3
c3-c3*sf**3
ast-ast*sf**2
asfmasf*sf**2

a12-1/ (cl*r12)
a21-1/ (c2*rl2)
a23-1/ (c2*r23)
a32-1/ (c3*r23)

rf 11/ (bll*cl)
rf2-1/ (b22*c2)

ht-10000 .0/ (rfl*ast)
hf.10000.0/ (rf2*asf)

9999 .for~mat (1fl0.4,2f 10.2)
9998 format(5fl0.5)

write(3.0,9998) ttal2a21,a23ta32
write(11, 9999) tlhtthf
end do
close (10)
close (ll)

end
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APPEDIX C. PID PROGRAMS

This appendix contains the PID programs for the three node

full scale model (NODE3), and the four node quarter scale

models for propellant with 0% Al (NODE40), 9% Al (NODE49) and

18% Al (NODE418).
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Program NODE3

c This program is the PID program for the three node vane
C model.

external temp

integer m,n, ipanm(6) ,ibtype, ldfjac

parameter (rn-6l, n3, ldfjac-m)

real*8 rparm(7),x(n),f(m),xjac(m,n),xg(n),ssq,ubl,ub2
real*8 xlb(n) ,xub(n) ,xscale(n) ,fscale(m) ,float,ht,hf
real*8 a(3,3),b(3,3),u(3),t2(61),ys(3,61)
real*8 rho,k,cp,sf,cl,c2,c3,r12,r23,a3g
real*8 vt,vf,vs,atf,afs,ast,asf,ltf, ifs

c Variables
c m - number of functions
c n - number of variables
c iparm - list of parameters for DBCLSF setup
c ibtype - type of bounds on variables
c ldfjac - leading dimension of fiac
c rparm - list of parameters for DBCLSF setup
c x(n) - the pt where the function is evaluated
c f(m) - the computed function at the point x
c xjac(m,n) - matrix containing a finite difference
c approx Jacobian at the approx solution
c xg(n) - initial guess of x
c xlb(n) - x lower bound
c xub(n) - x upper bound
c xscale(n) - vector containing the scaling matrix for
c the variables
c fscale(m) - vector containing the scaling matrix f or
c the functions
c seq - sum of the squares
c a(3,3) - a matrix
c b(3,3) - b matrix
c u (3) - (TRI, TR2, 0]
C t2(61) - experimental temperatures
c ye (3,61) - calculated temperatures
c rho density
c k -conduction heat transfer coefficient
C cp -specific heat
c vt -volume of the tip
c yE -volume of the fin
c vIs a volume of the shaft
C atf - cross sectional area from tip to fin
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c afs - cross sectional area from fin to shaft
c ast = surface area of the tip
c asf = surface area of the fin
c itf - length from tip to fin
c ifs = length from fin to shaft
c sf = scale factor
c ubl - stagnation temperature, TRI
c ub2 = free stream temperature, TR2
c ht - convection heat transfer coefficient at

tip
c hf - convection heat transfer coefficient at

fin

intrinsic float

common/datai/a,b,u, t2,ys

c Open files for data input/output

open(10,names' result.dat', status-'new')
open(9,name-'temp.mat', status-'new')
open(8,name-'datam.dat', status-'old')
open(7,name-'input.dat', status-'old')

c read in experimental data

do i-l,61
read(8,*) t2(i)

enddo
close (8)

c read in input data

read(7, *)
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) rho,k,cp
read (7, *)
read (7,*)
read(7,*) vt, vf, vs
-read(7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) atf, afs
read (7,*)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) ast, aef
read(7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) 1itf, lfs
read (7, *)
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T ~-p-~ -'~

~ra(7, u*)'b

ýclose (T)

* . .c initial conditions

*.c full scale data

r12=100 .0*ltf/ (k*atf)
r23=100. 0*lfs/ (k*afs)
cl-rho*cp*vt*O .000001
c2=rho*cp*vf*O .000001
c3mrho*cp*vs*O .000001

c scaled data

r12=r2.2/sf
r2 3 r2 3/sf
clmcl*sf**3
c2-c2*sf**3
c3-c3*sf**3

c initialize matrices to zero

do 1-1,3
UW()-0.0

do J-1,3
a (i, j) .0.O0
b(i,j)wO0O
enddo

enddo

a(1,2) 1/ (c2.*r12)
a(2,1) 1/ (c2*r2.2)
a (2,3) -1/ (c2 *r23)
a(3 2)-l/ (c3*r23)

a3g-O.0
b(l,2.)-O.0
b(2s2)-O.0

a(2,2)-- (a(2,l)+a(2D3)+b(2,,2))
a(3,3)-- (a(3,,2)+a3g)

u (1) ubi
u(2)-ub2

xg (1) a3g
xg (2) -b (.1 1)
xg (3)ab (2 2)
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c -set up parameters for DBCLSF call

do i-i~n
xscale Mi -1. 0
xlb (1) -0. 0001
xub(i)=100.0
xg(i).0.01
XMi-0.0

end do

do i-1,m
fscale (i) -1.0

end do

ibtype-0

call dbclsf(temp,m,n,xg,ibtype,xlb,xub~xscale,fscale,
A iparm,rparm,x,f,Xjac,ldfjac)

c calculate unknown resistances and convection heat transfer
c coefficients

a3g -x(I)
b(1,1) -x(2)
b(2,2) mx(3)

clmrho*cp*vt*0 .000001
c2orho*cp*vf*0 .000001
c3wrho*cp*vs*0 .000001

cl'.cl*sf**3
c2uc2*sf**3
c3ac3*sf**3

rf I al/ (b(1.,1) *cl)
rf2 -1/(b(2,2)*c2)
r3g =1/(a3g*c3)

hit =1OOOO.0/(rfl*ast)
hf -10000.0/ (rf2*asf)

c print and save results

write(6,*) 'a3g bil b221
write(6,9000) x(l) .x(2) ,x(3)

9000 fornmat(3f12.4)
.9003 format(U122.4)

write(10,*)' a3g b(1,3.) b(2.2)'
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write (101*)
write (lo,*)
write (lo,* rfl1 rf2 r3g'
write(1O,9000) rfl,rf2,r3g
write (10, *)
write(lo, *)
write(l0,*)' lht f
write(10,9003) ht,hf

c write the temp-time data for MATLAB analysis

do i-1,61
tt-0 .0768 *float (i)
write (9,9001) tt,ys (2,i) ,t2 (i)

enddo
9001 forznat(If62,2f10.3)

close (10)
close (9)

end

C --------- ft-------M-----------------------------------

Subroutine TEMP (m,n,x,f)

c This calculates the temperature- time history using the
c current parameters supplied by DECIJSF called from PID. It
c calculates an error function returned to DBCLSF based on
C the differences between~ predicted and observed temperature
C histories.

integer maxparam, neg

parameter (maxparam-50, neq=3)

integer ido, istep,nout~m,n

real*8 totendly(3) ,tol,fcn,float,param(maxparam),
real*8 x(3)*f(61),coef
real*8 a(3,13),b(3,3),u(3),t2(61),ys(3,61.)
real*6 rhookocpisf, cl,c2,c3,r12,r23,a3g
real*8 vttvftve~atf~afsoastoasf,ltf,lfs

intrinsic float

external fcn. divprk, seet

cozmon/datal/a,b,u, t2,ys

open(12,nam elincomingodat*,status-'newt)
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a3g -x (l)
b (1,1)-x (2)
b (2,2)mx (3)

write(6,8000)a3g,b(l,1) ,b(2,2)

8000 format (3 f12.4)

a(2,2)-- (a(2,1)+a(2,3)+b(2,2))

a(3,3)-- (a(3,2)+a3g)

c set initial conditions

t-0.0
do i-1,neq
YMi-0.0

do J-1,61
ys(i,j)-O.0
enddo

enddo
tol-0.0005

call sset (inaxparm, 0.0, param, 1)

id~al
do istep-1.,6l

tend-0. 0768*float (istep)
CALL DIVPRK (idO, neq, fcn, t, tend, tol, param, y)
do im1,3
yB Ui, istep) -y iM
enddo

enddo

c Final call to release workspace

idO-3
call divprk (idO,,neq,fcn,t~tend,tol~param,y)

c calculate error'functions

ýdo iu1,61
f(i).ys(2,i) -t2(i)
enddo

c print out rms error
saqruO.O
do 1-1061
esqresoqr+f (i) *f (i)
enddo
ssqrmssqr/6l
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7-asr .A.2'.qr)

vrt (6Se

write(62,*) xer

return
end

C--------------------------------------------------------

subroutine fcn (neq, t,y,yprime)

integer neq

real*8 t,y(neq) ,yprime(neq)
real*8 a(3,3),b(3,3),u(3),d,ys(3,61)

cormon/datal/a,b,u, t2,ys

c thrust profile simulation as step input

if (t.gt.O.2) then
d-1.0

else
do-O .0

end if

do iml,neq
yprime M). 0O

do J-1,neq
yprime(i)myprime(i)e+a(i~j)*y(j)+b(i,j)*u(j)*d
enddo

enddo

return
end
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Program NODE40

c This program is the PID program for the four node vane
c model with ablation from exhaust with O% Al.

external temp

integer m,n,iparm(6),ibtype,!-dfjac

parameter (m=122,n-5, ldfjacrm)

real*8 rparm(7),x(n),f(m),xjac(m,n),xg(n),ssq,ubl,ub2
real*8 xlb(n),xub(n),xscale(n),fscale(m),float,ht,hf
real*8 a(4,4),b(4,4),u(4),t3(61),t4(61),ys(4,61)
real*8 rhok,cp,sfcl, c2,c3,c4,r12,r23,a4g
real*8 vtQ,vfO,vs0,atfO,afsO,astO,asfO,ltfOIfsO
real*8 vtvf,vsatf,afs,ast,asf,ltf, Ifs

c Variables
c m a number of functions
c n - number of variables
c iparm - list of parameters for DBCLSF setup
c ibtype = type of bounds on variables
c ldfjac - leading dimension of fjac
c rparp, * list of parameters for DBCLSF setup
c x(n) = the pt where the function is evaluated
c f(m) - the computed function at the point xc -xJac(mn) - matrix containing a finite difference
c approx Jacobian at the approx solution
c xg(n) a initial guess of x
c xlb(n) - x lower bound
c xub(n) - x upper bound
c xscale(n) - vector containing the scaling matrix for
c the variables
c fscale(m) * vector containing the scaling matrix for
c the functions
c seq -sumn of the squares
c a(neq,neq) - a matrix
c b(neqneq) - b ,katrix
c u(neq) - TRI, TR2, 0, 01
c t3(61) w ea.erimental temperatures at node 3
c t4(61) - experimental texmperaturat at node 4
c yo (neq, 61) - calculated temperatures
c rho a density
c k f conduction heat transfer coefficient
c cp - specific heat
c vt uvolume uf the tip
c vf - volume of the fin
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c VS - volume of the shaft
c atf . cross sectional area from tip to fin
c af a - cross sectional area from fin to shaft
c ast - surface area of the tip
c asf - surface area of the fin
c ltf - length from tip to fin
c ifs = length from fin to shaft
c sf - scale factor
c ubi - stagnation temperature, TRi
c ub2 - free stream temperature, TR2
c ht -convection heat transfer coefficient at

tip
c lit - convection heat transfer coefficient at

fin

intrinsic float

comruon/datal1/a,b~u,t3, t4,ys
couunon/data2/rho~k,cp~sf,cl,c2,c3
conmon/data3/vtO ,vfO ,vsO, atfO, afsO,astO,asfO, itfO, lfsO
conmmon/data4/vt,vf,ve,atf,afa,ast,asf,ltf,lfs

c Open files for data input/output

open(lO,naznew'renultO.dat*, statue-'new')
open(9,,name-'tem;,OanatI status-'new*)
oPen(8.name=-datamO.datI, e tatus-'olcl)
open(7,namew input ,datO, statue.' aid')

C read in experimental data

do 1-1l,61
read (8,* t3 (i)

enddo
do i-1,61

read(8,*) t4 (i)
enddo
close (8)

c read in input data

read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read (7,')
read(7,*) rho.,k~cp
read(7, *)
read(7, *)
read(7,*) vtO. vtO, vsO
read (7,*).
read (7, *)
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read(7,*) atfO, afs0
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) astO, asfO
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) ItfO, lfSO
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) sf, ubi, ub2
close (7)

c initial conditions

t-0
tend-0
call coef(x,tend)

u (1) ubi
u(2)=ub2
U (3) =0.0
u (4) =0.0

c set up parameters for DBCLSF call

do i-1,n
xscale W) -1.-0
xlb (i) --0.2
xub (1)u-100
xg(i)=0.1
x (i)00. 0

end do

do i-1,m
f scale (i) =1.0

end do

ibtype"0

call dbclsf (temp,m,n,xg, ibtypa,xlb,xublxscale,fsca2le,
& ~iparm,rparm~xf~xjac,ldfjac)

c calculate unknown resistances and convection heat transfer
c coefficients

a(3,4)-x(l)
a (4, 3)mx (2)
-a4g =x(3)
b(1,I) -x(4)
b (2 ,2)mx (5)
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clwrho*cp*vtv,0 .000001
c2-rho*cp*vf*0 .000C(l
..c3urho*cp*vs*0. 000001.

cl=cl*sf**3
c2-c2*sf**3
c31.c3*sf**3

rf:L m1/(b(1,1)*c1)
rf2 =1l/(b(2,2)*c2)
r34 -1/(a(3,4)*c3)

r4g mI./(a4g*c4)

ht .10000.0/ (rf1* (ast*sf**2))
hf .10000.0/ (rf2* (asf*sf**2))

c print and save result~s

write(6,*) I a34 a43. M.g bl b22
write(6,9000) x(1.) ,x(2) ,x(3) ,x(4) ,x(5)

9000 f orzat (5f 10 .4)
9003 format(2flI.4)

write(10,*)' a34 a43 a4g b(1,,1)
b(212)f
write(10,9000) x(1) ,x(2) ,x(3) ,x(4) ,x(5)
write(10, *)
write(10, *)
wxite(10,*)' rfl. rf2 r~g'
write(10,9000) rfl,rf2,r~g
write (10,*)
write (10, *)
writk"e (10. hit f
write(10,9003) hthf

o write the temp-time data for MATLAB-ana-lyiis.

do imi,61.
ttmO.0S*float(1.)
write(9,9001)tt~ys(3.i),yB(4,i),t3(i),,t4(i)

euddo
9001. fotinat(2x,1f6.4.4f1.0.4)

close (10)
close (9)

end



Subroutine TEMP (m,n,x,f)

c This calculates the temperature- time history using the
c current parameters supplied by DBCLSF called from PID. It
c calculates an error function returned to DBCLSF based on
c the differences between predicted and observed temperature
c histories.

integer znaxparam, neq

parameter (maxparam-50, neq=4)

integer idO, istep,u, m, n

real*8 t,tend,y(4) ,toi,fcn,float,param(maxparam),
real*8 x(n) ,f(m) ,coef
real*8 a(4,4),b(4,4),u(4),t3(6l),t4(61),ys(4,61)
real*8 rho,k,cp,sf,cl, c2,c3, c4,r12,r23,a4g
real*8 vtO,vfO,vsO,atfO,afsO,astO,asfO,ltfO,lfsO
real*8 vt,vf,vs,atf,afs,ast,asf,ltf,lfs

intrinsic float

external fcn~divprk, aeet. coef

conmmon/datal/a,b,u,t3, t4,ys
conimon/data2/rho, k, cp, ef, cl,c2, c3
commion/data3/vtO,vfO,vsO,atfO,afsO,astO,asf0, ltfO,lfsO
conmmon/data4/vt,vf,vstatf,afs,ast,asf,ltf, ifs

open (12,namem' incoming.dat' ,status-'new')

a (3,4)mx (1)
a(4,3)-x(2)
a4g '.x(3)
b(1,1)-x(4)
b (2,2)-mx(S)

write(6,8000)a(3,4) ,a(4.3) ,a4g,b(14) ,b(2,2)

8000 fozrnat(5f10.)

a(2,2)-- (a(2,1) +a(2,3).b(2,2))
a(3,3)m- (a(3,2) +a(3,4))
a(4,4) ur- (a(4,3)+aMg)

c Set initial conditions

t-0.0.

do iml,neq
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y M MO. 0
do J-1,61
ye Cij) -0.0
enddo,

enddo,

tolm. .0005

call sset (maxparm, 0.0, param, 1.)

ido-I
do istep-1,61

tend- . 05*float (istep)
call coef(x,tend)
CALL DIVPRK (idO, neq, fcn, t, tend, tol, param, y)
do i-l,4
ye (i, istep) -y i)
enddo

enddo,

c Final call to release workspace

idO-3
call divprk (idO,neq,fcn, t,tend,tol~param~y)

c calculate error functions

do 1-1,61.
f(i).ye(3,i)-t3(i)
f Ui+61) my8 (4, 1) -t4 Mi

enddo

c print out rms error
Girqrm.O .
do iml,m.
asqr-ssqr+f Ci) *f (1)
enddo
seqrmesqr/m
xermisqrt (esqr)
write (6,*) xer
write (12,* xer
return
end

C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

subroutine fcn(neg,t,y,yprime)

integer neq

real*8 toy(neq) ,yprime(neq)
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real*8 a(4,4),b(4,4),u(4),d,ys(4,61)

coimmon/datal/a,,b,u, t3, t4,ys
coznmon/data2/rho,k,cp,sf, ci,c2,c3
common/data3/vtO, vf 0,vs0,atf0, afsO, astO,asfO, itfO, lfsO
cornmon/data4/vt,vf,vs,atf,afs,ast,asf,ltf,lfs

c thrust profile simulation as step input

if (t.gt.0.3) then

else
d-0.0

end if

do i.I,neg
yprime (i) -0. 0

do j-I,neq
yprime(i)myprime(i)+a(i,j)*y(j)+b(i,j)*u(j)*d
enddo,

enddo

return
end

C -------------------------------------------------------

subroutine coef (x tend)

integer i,j

real*8 tend~x(S)
real*8 a(4,4),b,4,4),u(4)
real*8 rho,k~cp,et,ci,c2,c3,c4, rl2,r23,a4g
reaI*8 vtO,v'ý,vsO,atfO~afsO,astO,asfO,ltfO,lfsO
reai'8 vt~v..vs,atf,afs,ast,asf,ltf,Jlfs

coamion/datal./a,b~u, t3, t4,ys
commonfd~ita2/rho, k,ep, sfcl, c2,c3
cozmmon/data3/vtO,vfO,vsO,atfO,afaO,aatO,aaf0, itfO,lfsO
coavaon/data4/vtt~vf,vsoatt~afs,,ast,asf, itf, ifs

c a,b matrix modification due to ablation effects

c full scale data

vtwvtO-O.013*tend
vt mvfO-O .26*tend
veovseO -0.115 *tend

attwatfO-0. O*tend
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,fs-af sO0. 0O*tend

ast-astO-0 .0145*tend
asf=asf 0-0. 374*tend

ltf=ltf0-0.025 *tend
if s-if sO- 0. 03*tend

rl2-lOO.0*ltf/ (k*atf)
r23-100 . *lfs/ (k*afs)
clmrho*cp*vt*0 .000001
C2mrho*cp*vf*0.000001
c3-rho*cp*vs*0 .000001

c scaled data

r12.r12 /sf
r2 3-r2 3/sf
clmcl*sf**3
c2mc2*sf**3
c3-c3*sf**3

a (It2) wI/ (cl *r12)
a (2, 1) -1/ (c2*r12)
a (2 o3) -1/ (c2*r23)
a (3,2) =I/ (c3 *r23)

a (3,4)mx (1)
a(4,3)-x(2)
Mg ox(3)
b (1, 1) -x (4)
b(2,2) mx(5)

a(2,2)m--(a(2,1)+a(2.3)+b(2,,2))
a(3,3)--(a(3,2)+a(3,4))
a(4,4)--(a(4.3)+a4g)

return
end

-- - ------ --------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Program NODE49

c This program is the PID program for the four node vane
model with erosion from exhaust with 9% Al.
external temp
integer m, n, iparm (6),ibtype, ldfjac

parameter (m-82, n-5,ldfJac-m)

real*8 rparm(7),x(n),f(m),xjac(m,n),xg(n),ssq,ubl,ub2
real*8 xlb(n),xub(n),xscale (n),fscale(m),float,ht,hf
real*8 a(4,4),b(4,4),u(4),t3(41),t4(41),ys(4,41)
real*8 rho,k,cp,sf,cl, c2,c3,c4,r12,r23,a4g
real*8 vtO,vfO,vsO,atfO,afsO,astO,asfO,ltfO,lfsO
real*8 vt,vf,vs,atf,afs,ast,asf,ltflfs

c Variables
c m number of functions
c n - number of variables
c iparm - list of parameters for DBCLSF setup
c ibtype - type of bounds on variables
c ldfjac - leading dimension of fjac
c rparm - list of parameters for DBCLSF setup
c x(n) a the pt where the function is evaluated
c f(m) - the computed function at the point x
c xJac(m,n) - matrix containing a finite difference
c approx Jacobian at the approx solution
c xg(n) - initial guess of x
c xlb(n) w x lower bound
c xub(n) = x upper bound
c xscale(n) w vector containing the scaling matrix for
c the variables
c fscale(m) - vector containing the scaling matrix for
c the functions
c seq - sum of the squares
c a(neq,neq) a a matrix
c b(neq,neq) - b matrix
c u(neq) - (TRI, TR2, 0, 0)
c t3(41) - experimental temperatures at node 3
c t4(41) - experimental temperatures at node 4
c yo(neq,41) a calculated temperatures
c rho - density.
c k - conduction heat transfer coefficient
C cp - specific heat
c vt wvolume of the tip
c vf - volume of the fin
c vs - volume of the shaft
c atf - cross sectional area from tip to fin
c afs cross sectional area from fin to shaft
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c ast - surface area of the tip
c asf - surface area of the fin
c ltf - length from tip to fin
c ifs - length from fin to shaft
c sf - scale factor
c ubi = stagnation temperature, TRI
c ub2 = free stream temperature, TR2
c ht = convection heat transfer coefficient at

tip
c hf = convection heat transfer coefficient at

fin

intrinsic float

common/datal/a,b,u, t3 ,t4,ys
common/data2/rho4, ~cp, sf, ci,c2, c3
conunon/data3/vtO,vfO,vsO,atfO,afsO,astO,asfO,ltfO,lfsO
con ion/data4/vt,vf,vs,atf,afs,ast,asf,ltf,lfs

c Open files for data input/output

open(1O,name-'result9 .dat', status-'new')
open(9,name_'temp9.mat' * status-' newi)
open(8,name-'datam9 .dat', status-'old')
open(7,name-'±nput.dat'. status-'old')

c read in experimental data

do 1-1l,41.
read (8,* U3(M

.enddo
do iul,41

enddo
close (8)

c read in input data

read (7, *)
read (7' *)
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read(?,*) rho,k,cp
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) vtO, vfO, veO
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) atfO, afsO
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
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read (7, *) astO, asfo
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) itfO, lfso
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) sf, ubi, ub2
close (7)

c initial conditions

two
tend-0
call coef(x,tend)

u (1) ubi
u (2) mub2
u(3)-0.0
u(4)-O.0

c set up parameters for DBCTJSF call

do i-i~n
xscale M)-1.O0
xlb (i) -- 0.2
xub W)-100. 0

end do

do iwl,m
facale W)-1. 0

end do

ibtypemo

call dbclsf(teznpomonoxg,#ibtypeoxlbixuboxacale~fscale,
& ipaxm,zpaxm~x~f,,xjac,ldfjac)

c calculate unknown resistances and convection heat transfer
c coefficients

a (3,4) max (1)
a (43) -x(2)
aMg ox(3)
b(l,1)-x(4)
b(2,2) -x(5)

clmrho*cp*vt*0. 000001
c2wr~ho*cp*vf *0 .000001
.c3mrho*cp*vs*0 .000001
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clmcl*ef**3
c2u-c2*sf**3
c3-c3*sf**3

rf 1 1/ (b (1,lj*1) *
rf2 -.1/(b (2,2) *c2)
r34 .1/ (a (3,4) *c3)
c4 -1/(a(4,3)*r34)
r4g inl/(a4g*c4)

ht -10000.0/ (rfl* (ast*sf**2))
hf -10000 .0/ (rf2* (asf*sf**2))

c print and save results

.write(6,*) I a34 a43 a4g b~l b221
write(6,9000) x(1),x(2),x(3),x(4),x(5)

9000 forznat(SflO.4)
9003 fonnat (5x,2f10.4)

wzite(10,*)' a34 a43 a4g b(1,1) b(212)1
write(10.9000) x(1) ,x(2) ,x(3) ,x(4) ,x(5)
write (10, *)
write (10,*)
write(10,*)' x'f1 rf2 r4g#
write(10,9000) rfl,rf2,r4g
write (10, *)
write (10, *)
-write (10*) ht MI
write(10,9003) ht,hf

a.. -write the temp-time data for MAT1LAB analysis

do i.l,41

vrite(9,9001)tt,ys(3,i),ys(4*i),t3(i).t4(i)
euddo

9001 format(2x,1.f6.4,4f10.4)

closet 10)
closej9)

end

C-i. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Subroutine TEMO lma,x,f)

c This calculates the temperature- time history using the
c current parameters supplied by DSCLSP called from PID. It
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C calculates an error function returned to DBCLSF based on
c the differences between predicted and observed temperature
C histories.

integer luaxparam, neq

parameter (maxparam=50, ae-q-4)

integer idO, istep,nout,m,n

real*8t,tend,y(4) ,tol,fcn,float,param(50) ,x(n) ,f(m) ,coef
real*8 a(4,4),b(4,4),u(4),t3(41),t4(41),ys(4,41)
real*8 rho,k, cp,sf,cl,c2, c3,c4,r12,r23,a4g
real*8 vtO,vfO,vsO,atfO,afsO,astO,asfO,ltfO,lfsO
real*8 vt,vf~vs,atf,afs,ast,asf,ltf,lfs

intrinsic float

external fcn. divprk, sset, coef

conimon/datal/a,b,u, t3 ,t4,ys
coummon/data2/rho, k, cp, sf, cl,c2, c3
co~mmon/data3/vt0,vfO,vs0,atfO,afs0,ast0,asf0,ltfO,lfs0
COzMMon/data4/vt~vf,vs,atf,afs,ast,asf, ltf, ifs

open(12,nam m'±ncoming9.dat',status-'newt)

a (3, 4) -x (2.)
a(4,3)-x(2)
a4g -x(3)
b(l,l)ux(4)
b(2,2) -x(5)

write(6,8000)a(3,4) ,a(4,3) ,a4g,,b(li) ,b(2,2)

.8000 formnat(MfO.4)

a(2,,2)w- (a(2,1)+-a(2,3)+b(2,2))
a(3,3)-- (a(3,2)+a(3,4))
a(4,4)w-(a(4,3)+&4g)

c -Set initial conditions

t"O0.0
do-iinl~neq
y U) MO..0

do JmlJ41
ysoi~j).0.0
enddo

eaddo
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tolmO.0005

call eseet (maxparm, 0.0, param, 1)

do istep-1,41
tend-0. 05* float (istep)
call coef(x,tend)
CALL DIVPRX (idO, neq, fcn, t, tend, tol, param, y)
do iml,4
ys (i, istep) -y(i)
enddo

enddo

c Final call to release workspace

idG-3
call divprk (idO,neq~fcn,t,tend~tol~param,y)

c calculate error functions

do 1-1,41
f Mi)msye(3,i1) .t3(W
f U+.41) -ya Wi) -t4(U)

endd~o

c print out rms error
ssqrmOO0
do i-1,m

Boqr-soqr4.f i).*f (i)
enddo
suqrmseqr/m
xermsqrt (asqr)
write (6) xer
write (12, xer
return
end

C - - - -------- --b----m.......m.mm m m m m m m m m... e e ee...

subroutiue-fcn (neqv ts yoyprim~e)

integer .neq

real*8 t,y~neq) ,yprime(meq)
real1*8 a(4,4),,b(4,4),u(4),d~ys(4,41)

common/datal/a,b,u. t3.t4 ,ye
.conuon/data2/rho, k,cp. f,cl, c2, C3
:c ntiodata3/vtO ,vf 0,vs ~tf,afeO, aetO .asfo, ltf0, lfso
cosmno/data4/vt~vfoveoatf,afs,astaf, .tf,lfs
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c thrust profile simulation a's step input

if (t.gt.O.7) then
d-1.0

else
dm0.0

end if

do i-l,neq
yprime(I -)-O.0

do J-1 neg.
yprime(i)myprime,(i)+a(i~j)*y(j)+b(i,j)*'d(j)*d
enddo

enddo

return
end

C--------------------------------------................

subroutine coef(x~tend).

integer i,j

real*9 tend,x(5)
real*8 a(4,4),b(4,4),uC4)
realt8 rho,k,cp,sf,cl~cZ,03,c4,rlZ,r23,a4g
realts vto,vfO,vuOtatfOtafsO,aetO~aefO,ltfO,lfsO
real*B xt~vf,vum.atf~afs,ast-.,asf,ltf,lfs

coomin/datal/a~b,u, t3,t4,yu
couvnon/data4/rho,k, epief;Cl, c2,tS
conomn/data3/vtO,vfQ,vs&,atf0,afsO,ast0,aafOitfO, ltsC
conuon/data4/vt,vf~vs.atf-,afsa~astiaef, Itt-., ifs

c a,b matriK modification due to abla~tion ef fects

c full scale data

vt-tO-C. Ottend
vfsvfO-O.O'tend.
vmmavso-0.0'tend

afs~afso-0. Cttend

&itm&StO-0. 0'tend
ast-aaf -0. Ottend

ltfesltfO -04 Ottend
lts-lZi0-0 .0*tend
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rl2m100.0*ltf/ (k*atf)
r23-100.0*lfa/ (k*afs)
clmrho*cp*vt*0 .000001
c2=rho*cp*vf*0 . 000001
c3-rh%..*cp*vs*0.OQO0ti.1

c scaled dat-a

rl2-r12/sf
r23 -r2 3/sf
clc3.*sf**3
c2-c2.*sf**3
c3mc3*of**3

a (It2) -1/ (cl*r12)
aL(2, 1) -1/ (c2*rl2)
* (2 3) -l/ (c2 *r23)

a 3,4) ox (1)
a(4,3).x(2)
a B- (x)

bretuni(4
ead2-xS

C~aU.,--------------.--------------------

a(2,)--a(2I)+a2,3+b(74)



Program NODE418

c This program is the PID program for the four node vane
model with ablation from exhaust with 18% Al.

external temp

integer m,n,iparm(6),ibtype,ldfjac

parameter (m=66,n=5, ldfjac-m)

real*8 rparm(7),x(n),f(m),xjac(m,n),xg(n),ssq,ubl,tb2
real*8 xlb(n),xub(n),xscale(n),fscale(m),float,ht,hf
real*8 a(4,4),b(4,4),u(4),t3(33),t4(33),ys(4,33)
real*8 rho,k,cp,sf,cl,c2,c3,c4,r12,r23,a4g
real*8 vtO,vfO,vsO,atfO,afso,.astO,asfO.ItfO,lfsO
real*8 vt,vf,vs,atf,afs,astasf,ltf,lfs

c Variables
c m = number of functions
c n = number of variables
c iparm = list of parameters for DBCLSF setup
c ibtype - type of bounds on variables
c ldfjac - leading dimension of fjac
c rparm - list of parameters for DBCLSF setup
c x(n) = the pt where the function is evaluated
c f(m) = the computed function at the point x
c xjac(m,n) - matrix containing a finite difference
c approx Jacobian at the approx solution
c xg(n) - initial guess of x
c xlb(n) = x lower bound
c xub(n) - x upper bound
c xscale(n) - vector containing the scaling matrix for
c the variables
c fscale(m) - vector containing the scaling matrix [,or
c the functions
c ssq - sum of the squares
c a(neg,neq) - a matrix
C b(neq,neq) a b matrix
c u(neq) W (TRI, TR2, 0, 0]
C t3(33) - experimental temperatures at node 3
C t4(33) - experimental ternper•,tures at node 4

ys(neq,33) - calculated temperatures
C rho - density
C k w conduction heat transfer cuefficient
c cp - specific heat
c vt - volume of the tip
V vf - volume of the fin
c vs - volume of the shaft
c atf - cross sectional area from tip to fin
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C afs = cross sectional area from fin to shaft
c ast = surface area of the tip
c asf = surface area of the fin
c itf = length from tip to fin
c ifs - length from fin to shaft
c sf = scale factor
c ubl = stagnation temperature, TRI
c ub2 = free strea•a temperature, TR2
c ht = convection heat transfer coefficient at

tip
c hf = convection heat transfer coefficient at

fin

intrinsic float

common/datal/a,bu, t3, t4,ys
common/data2/rho,k,cp,sf,cl,c2,c3
common/data3/vtO, vf0 ,vsO, atfO, afsO,ast0, asfO, itfO, ifsO
common/data4/vt,vf,vs,atf, afs, ast, asf, itf, ifs

c Open files for data input/output

open(10,name-'result18.dat', status='new')
open (9,name-' templ8 .mat', status-'new')
open(8,name-'datam181,.dat', status-'old')
open(7,name-'inputdat', status-'old')

c read in experimental data

do i-1,33
read(8,*) t3(i)

enddo
do i-.,33

read (8,*) t4(i)
,nddo
close(s)

c read in input data

read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) rho,k,cp
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) vt0, vfO, vs0
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7.*) atfo, afso
read (7, *)
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read (7,*
read(7,*) astO, asfO
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) itfO, lfso
read (7, *)
read (7, *)
read(7,*) sf, ubl, ub2
Close (7)

c initial conditions

t-0
tend- 0
call coef(x,tend)

u(l).ubi
u(2)-ub2
u (3) -0.0
u(4)mO.0

c set up parameters for DBCLSF call

do i-l,n
xscale (1) -1. 0
xlb (i) - -0.2

xub(i)-100O0
xg(i)m0.l
x(i)0.0.

end do

do iml,m
facale (i) l. 0

end do

ibtype-0

call dbclsf (temp,m,noxg,ibtypelxlb,xub,xscale,fscale,
& I iparm, rparm, x, f I jac ,ldf jac)

C calculate unknown resistances and convection heat transfer
c coefficients

a (3,4) -x (1)
a (4, 3) -x(2)
a4g -x(3)
b (1, 1)mx (4)
b (2,2)-x (5)

clmrho*cp*vt*0 .000001
c2orho*cp*vf*0.000001
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c3mrho*cp*vs*0.000001

cl-cl*sf**3
c2-c2*sf**3
c3-c3*sf**3

rfl1 =1/ (b (1, 1) *cl)
rf2 =1/(b(2,2)*c2)
r34 =l/(a(3,4)*c3)
c4 -1/ (a (4, 3) *r34)
r4g =1/(a4g*c4)

hit -10000.0/ (rf1* (ast*sf**2))
hf -10000.0/ (rf2* (asf*sf**2))

c print and save results

write(6,*) I a34 a43 a4g bil b221
write(6,9000) x(I) ,x(2) ,x(3) ,x(4) ,x(5)

9000 format(5f10.4)
9003 forznat(2x,2f10.4)

write(10,*)' a34 a43 a4g b(101) b(212)1
write(10,9000) x(1),x(2)Ox(3),x(4),x(5)
write (10, *}
write(10, *)
write(10,*)' rfl rf2 rg
write(10,9000) rfl,rf2,r4g
write(10, *)
write(10,*)
write(10,*)' hit f
write(10,9003) ht,hf

c write the temp-time data for ?4ATLAB analysis

do i-1,33

write(9,9001)tt,ys(3,i),ys(4,i),t3(i),t4(i)
enddo

9001 foruat(2x,lf6.4,4f10.4)

V close(10)
close (9)

end

-----------------------------------------------------------eeeeeee

Subroutine TEMP (m~n,x,f)
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c This calculates the temperature- time history using the
c current parameters supplied by DBCLSF called from PID. It
c calculates an error function returned to DBCLSF based on
c the differences between predicted and observed temperature
c histories.

integer maxparam, neq

parameter (maxparam-5 0, neq=4)

integer ido, istep,nout,m,n

real*8 t,tend,y(4) ,tol,fcn,float,param(maxparam),
real*8 x(n) ,f(m) ,coef
real*8 a(4,4),b(4,4),u(4),t3(33),t4(33),ys(4,33)
real*8 rho,k,cp,sf,cl,c2,c3, c4,r12,r23,a4g
real*8 vt0,vf0,vs0,atf0,afsO,ast0,asf0,ltfO,lfsO
real*8 vt,vf,vs,atf,afs,ast,asf,ltf,lfs

intrinsic float

external fcn,divprk, sset,coef

conion/datal/a, b,u, t3, t4, ys
common/data2/rho,c, cp, sf, ci,c2, c3
conmon/data3/vt0 ,vf0 ,vs0, atfO,afsO~astO,asf0, ltfO,lfsO
coznmon/data4/vt,vf,vs,atf,afs,ast,asf,ltf,lfs

open(12,namem' incomingl8.dat' ,status-'new')

a (3,4)mx (1.)
a (4,3) -x (2)
a4g MX(3)
b(1,1)-x(4)
b(2,2) -x(5)

write(6,8000)a(3,4),a(4,3),a4g,,b(i,1),b(2,2)

8000 forznat(5fI0.4)

a(2,2)-- (a(2,1)+a(2,3)+b(2,2))
a(3,3)-- (a(3,2)+a(3,4))
a (4, 4) -- (a (4, 3) +a4g)

c Set initial conditions

t-0.0
do i-ineq
yWi-0.0

do J-1.,33
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ys (i,j ) o.0.
enddo

enddo,

tol-Q. 0005

call sset (maxparm, 0.0, param, 1)

idOmi
do istepml,33

tend-0.05*float (istep)
call coef(x,tend)
CALL DIVPRK (idO, neq, fcn, t,, tend, tol, param, y)
do 1-1,4
ye (i'istep)my(i)
enddo

enddo

c Final call to release workspace

idO-3
call divprk (idO,neq, fcn, t, tend,tol,param,y)

c calculate error functions

do 1-1.,33
f(±M ys (3,i1) -t3 (i)
f (i+33)mys (4i) -t4 (i)
enddo

c print out rms error
ssqr.0 .0
do i-l,m
soqrneeqr+f (i) *f (i)
enddo
ssqrmssqr/m
xe~r-sqrt (ssqr)
write(6,*) xer
write(12,*) xer
return
end

C--------------------------------------------------------

subroutine fcn(neq, ty~yprime)

integer neg

real*8 t~y(neg) ,yprime(neq)

real*8 a(4,4),b(4,4),u(4),d~ys(4,33)

so



counuon/datal/a,b,u, t3, t4,ye
common/data2/rho,kI, cp,sf,cl, C2, c3
conuuon/data3/vt0, vf 0 vsO, atfO, afs0, asto, asfO, itfO, ifsG
conmmon/data4/vt,vf,vs,atf,afs,ast,asf,ltf,lfs

c thrust profile simulation as step input

if (t.gt.0.l) then
d-1.0

else
d-0.0

end if

do i-l,neq
yprime(i)-0.O

do j-l,neq
yprime (i) myprine (i) +a (i, j)*y (j) +b (i,j ) *u(j) *d
enddo

enddo,

return
end

subroutine coef (x, tend)

integer i,j

real*8 tend,x(5)
real*8 a(4,4),b(4,4),u(4)
real*8 rho,k,cp,sf,cl,c2,c3,c4,rl2,r23,a4g
real*8 vt0,vf0,vsO,atfO,afsO,astO,aef0,ltfO,lfsO
real*8 vt,vf,ve,atf,afs,ast,asf,ltf,lfs

cowmon/data1/a~b,u, t3, t4,ye
commuon/data2/rho,k, cp, ef, cl,c2, c3
conmoxi/data3/vtO,vfO,vs0,atf0,afs0,astO,asfO,ltf0,lfs0
co~mon/data4/vt,vf,vs~atf,afs,ast,asf,ltf,lfs

c a,b matrix modification due to ablation effects

c full scale data

vt-Vt0 -0. 0*tend
vf-vfO-0 .0*tend
vswvsO -0. 0*tend

atfoatf 0-0. O*tend
afs-afs0- 0. 0*tend
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ast-astO-0. 0*tend
asf-asf 0-0. 0*tend

Itf-ltf 0-0. 0*tend
lfs-lfsO-0. 0*tend

rl.2=100.0*ltf/ (k*atf)
r23-100.0*lfs/ (k*afs)
cl-rho*cp*vt*0 .000001.
c2-rho*cp*vf*0 .000001
c3uarho*cp*vs*0 .000001.

c scaled data

r12mrI2/sf
r23-r23/of
clmcl*sf**3
c2-c2*sf**3
c3-c3*sf**3

a(1,2)-l/(c1.*rl2)
a (2,1.) -/ (c2*rl2)
" (2,3) o1/ (c2*r23)

a (3,4)mx (1)
a (4.3-)mx (2)
a4g .mx(3)
b(1ý1)wx(4)
b(2,2).x(5)

a.(2,2)-- (a(2,1)+a(2,3).b(2.2))
a (3,3)-- (a (3,2)+a (3,4))
a(4,4)-- (a(4,3)+a4g)

retu=~
end

Ceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
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APPENDIX D. PHYSICAL DATA FILES

The physical data files for the PID programs which

contains the geometric and material properties of the vanes

and the recovery temperatures used in each case.
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NAWC INVERSE HEAT TRANSFER PROGRAM. INPUT DATA FOR NODE3.FOR

Material properties:

rho (kg/m-3), k (w/m-deg k), Cp (J/kg deg k)
18310.0 173.0 146.0

Vol (tip, cmA3), Vol (fin, cmA3), Vol (shaft, cA3)
2.6 52.00 23.0

X-section areas: tip-fin (cmA2) fin-shaft (cmA2)
5.9 5.2

Surface areas: tip (cmA2) fin (cmA2)
4.35 112.16

Conductive path tip-fin (cm) fin-shaft (cm)
5.0 6.0

Scale factor: TR1 TR2
1.00 2670 2570
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NAWC INVERSE HEAT TRANSFER PROGRAM. INPUT DATA FOR NODE40.FOR

Material properties:

rho (kg/rmA3), k (w/m-deg k), Cp (J/kg deg k)
18310.0 173.0 146.0

Vol (tip, cmA3), Vol (fin, cmA3), Vol (shaft, cmA3)
2.6 52.00 23.0

X-section areas: tip-fin (cmA2) fin-shaft (cmA2)
5.9 5.2

Surface areas: tip (cmA2) fin (cmA2)
4.35 112.16

Conductive path tip-fin (cm) fin-shaft (cm)
5.0 6.0

Scale factor: TR1 TR2
0.25 2360 2260
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NAWC INVERSE HEAT TRANSFER PROGRAM. INPUT DATA FOR NODE49 . FOR

Material properties:

rho (kg/mA3), k (w/m-deg k), Cp (J/kg deg k)
18310.0 173.0 146.0

Vol (tip, cmA3), Vol (fin, cmA3), Vol (shaft, cA3)
2.6 52.00 23.0

X-section areas: tip-fin (cmA2) fin-shaft (cmA2)
5.9 5.2

Surface areas: tip (cmA2) fin (cm=2)
4.35 112.16

Conductive path tip-fin (cm) fin-shaft (cm)
5.0 6.0

Scale factor: TRI TR2
0.25 2464 2370
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"NAWC INVERSE HEAT TRANSFER PROGPJM. INPUT DATA FOR NODE418. FOR

Material properties:

rho (kg/mA3), k (w/m-deg k), Cp (J/kg deg k)
18310.0 173.0 146.0

Vol (tip, cmA3), Vol (fin, cmA3), Vol (shaft, cmA3)
2.6 52.00 23.0

X-section areas: tip-fin (cmA2) fin-shaft (cmA2)
5.9 5.2

Surface areas: tip (cmA2) fin (cm=A2)
4.35 112.16

Conductive path. tip-fin (cm) fin-shaft (cm)
5.0 6.0

Scale factor: TR1 TR2
0.25 2970 2870
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APPENDIX E. IMSL ROUTINES

A description of the IMSL routines DBCLSF, DIVPRK, and

SSET used in the PID and simulation programs.
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-BCLSF/DBCLSF (Single/Double precision)

Purpose: Solve a nonlinear least squares problem subject to bounds
on the variables using a modified Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm and a finite-differeace Jacobian.

Usage: CALL BCLSF (FCN, M, N, XGUESS, IBTYPE, XLB, XUB, XSCALE,
FSCALE, IPARA(. PWRAM, X, FVEC, FJAC,
LDFJAC)

Arguments

FCN - User-supplied SUBROUTINE to evaluate the function to be
Minimized. The usage is
CALL FCN (M, N, -X, M where
M - Length of F. (Input)
N - Length of X. (Input)
X - The point at which the function is evaluated.

(Input)
X si?,3uld uot be changed by 1"CN.

F " The computrA function at the point X.
(Output)

FCAI aust he *-ecl~ed- EXTERNAL in the coallAA program.
M.1 - Number of functions. (input)

W - Number ct varables. (Input)
.XGUZSS - Vector of length W contat.•ani to Witial- guess. (IpRt)

ITY'PE - Scalex indicating the types of bounds on var•ables.
.(upu-)
11TPE Action

0 User vill supply all the bou•:s.
I All variables are lraomepstive.
2 All variables in nompohIt•iVe
3 User supplies only the bouMd a* lot variable.

all other variblov vill have the ssm boundm.
XL • Vector of lengh 0 uon•eawna the lcver bonnf on

"v•irables. (Input. if 1irTYIP w 0; output. if IYPTE * I
or 2; input/ou•put. itf IDB E - 3)

XUD - Vector of length N contaaning the upper bounds on
vriables.. rput, it B1"YPE a 0; ou:lit., L; IB9YPE - I
or 2: input/output •f ItIM a N

LVAL - Vector of lenthb 9 coantais the diagual scaling matriz
for the variables. (Input)
It the sbasae of other inforatioa. set all entries to
1,0.

FSCALE Vector of l1e"g N conuifn the di4g•oaI scaling mat•ri

BCLSET/DSfZSF IMSL MATHILIBRARY
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for the functions. (Input)
In the absence of other information, set all entries to
1.0.

IPARAM - Parameter vector of length 6. (Input/Output)
See Remarks.

RPARAM - Parameters vector of length 7. (I.'put/Output)
See Remarks.

X - Vector of length N containing the approximate solution.

(Output)
FVEC - Vector of length M containing the residuals at the

approximate solution. (Output)

FJAC - X by N matrix containing a finite difference approximate
Jacobian at the approximate solution. (Output)

LDFJAC - Leading dimension of FJAC exactly as specified in the

dimension statement of the calling program. (Input)

Remarks

1. Automatic vorkapace usage is
BCLSF 14N * 2e0 - 1 units, o•"

DBCLSF 26*, * 40 - 2 units.
Workspace may be explicitly provided, if desired, by use of,

B2LSZ/DBqLSF. The reference is
CALL B2LSF (FCO, H, X, XGUESS, IBTYPE, L, oBM, ILCAU,

FSCAL=, ZPARAM, AR H, X, FVEC, FJAC,

LDFJAC, WK. Ilf)

The additional tgmente are as follows.
WK - Work vector of Inph 120N # 2&H - 1, contains

the following information on oatput:
7The second M locations cuna" th last step taken.
The third N locations coxtain the luc Gauss-Nevton &tep.
The four'tb R ocaions contaih an estimate oi the

£Tadisat'at the solution,

1 - Work vector of l..nph 24M co.utainUS hts
permutations used 4z soe 01 factorization of the Jacobtan

at, th solutlon.

2. Infomational error
Type Code

3 1 Both the actual and predicted relative reductions in the

- unct~ion art let" than or equal to the relative function
conveoete tolerance.

4 2 The iterates appta to be coaverging to a noncritical
- point.

4 3 aimimnn aunx• of Iterations exceeded,

IMSL MATH/LaIRARY BCLSF/DBCLSF
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4 4 Maximum number of function evaluations exceeded.
4 5 Five consecutive steps have been taken with the maximum

step length.

3. The first stopping criterion for BCLSF occurs when the norm of the
function is less than the absolute function tolerance. The second
stopping criterion occurs when the norm of the scaled gradient is

less than the given gradient tolerance. The third stopping
criterion for BCLSF occurs when the scaled distance between the
last two steps is less than the Step tolerance.

4. If nondefault, parameters are desired for IPARAI or RPARAM, then
U4LSF is called and the corresponding parameters are set to the
desired value before calling the optimization program. Otherwise.
if the default parameters are desired, then set IPARA(i) to zero
and call the optimization program omitting the call to U4LSF..
The call to U4LSF would be as follows:

CALL U41.SF CIPAIRAN, RPARA).

The following is a list of %he parameters and the default values:

IPARI - Integer vector of length 6.
IPARAW(1) Initialization flag. (0)

IPA•N(2) a Number of good digits in the function.
(Hachine dependent)

IPARAM(3) a Maximua number of iterations. (100)

IPARM(4) Maximum number of function evaluations. (400)
IPARA(S) a Mazimu number of Jacobian evaluations. (100)

(Not used in BCLS?)
IPARAN(6) a Isternal variable scaling flag. (1)

If ZPARAM(6) - I the values for ZSCALE are

got internally.
APARAN - Real vector of length 7.

IPARAN(W) a Sealed gradient tolerance.
(S•T•i'(ep) in single precision)
(epsle(1/3) in double precision)

RPARAN(2) * Scaled step tolerance. (eps-wWC3))
R1P'AUi(3) R Relative function tolerance.

({AIC1.0E-10,eps-0(2/3)) in single precision)
(MA1(1.0O-20,e•pse(2/3)) in double precisio%)

RPAIAAN(4) Absolute function tolerance.
(MAI(1.OE-20,eps-2) in single precision)

(MAI(1.0D40,epa.*2) is double precision)
APAMPC(Sl a False convergence tolerance. (100*.pa)
*PARAN(g) a Usaim allowable step size.

BCLSFIDBCLV IMSL MATH/UBRARI
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( 1000*KAX (TOL1 ,TOL2)) vbere,

TOUL a SQRT(sum of (XSCALE(I)*XGUESS(I))-*2)
for I • ,.,

TOL2 a 2-norm of XSCALE.
RPARIIAX(7) a Size of initial trust region radius.

(Based on the initial scaled Cauchy step)

eps is machine epsilon.
If double precision is desired, then DU4LSF is called and RPARAX

is declared double precision.

Keywords: Levenberg-Marquardt; Trust region

Algorithm

BCSF uses a modified Levenberg-.Marquardt method and an active set strategy to
solve nonlinear least squares problems subject to simple bounds on the variables.
The problem L% stated as follows:

mtin1 ~F(x:F(s) -1 j~z

subject to 1 x :5 u.

where m ? n. F : R" - R!. and f(:) is the i-th component function of F(r).
From a given st•tin point, an active wt IA. which contains the Indices of the
%sriables at their bounds. Is built. A vabk is called a 'free variable' If it is not in
the active set. The routine then computes the search directio for the free variables
acording to the ormua

d .(JT J +At)-' fF,

where p is the Lvenberg.Marquardt parameter. F = F(z). and J is the Jacobian
itih respect to the free aiable. The search direction for the %ariables in IA Is

set to zero. The trust region approach dicumed by Dennis and Schnabel (1983)
is tsed to find the new point. Finally. the optinalty conditon ame chekew. The
ondidons am

(Z,) < 0, 2iU=4

(,)> O. xi •

whm t I a gradient tolerame This prioc Is repat" unWil the Optinality criterion
b ahieved.

The active set is changed only when a fme vriable hits Its bounis durgq an
teratsion, or the optimalkty condition is met for the free %wriables but not for all

vatiables in IA. the active st.. In the lar tcae, iaa vaiabe whkih viWates the
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optimality condition will be dropped out of IA. For more detail on the Levenberg.
Marquardt method. see Levenberg (1944). or Marquardt (1963). For more detailed
information on active set strate•. see Gill and Murray ( 1976).

Since a finite-difference method is used to estimate the Jacobian. for some single
precision calculations, an inaccurate estimate of the .Jacobian may cause the algo-
rithm to terminate at a noncritical point. In such cames high precision arithmetic
is recommended. Also. whenever the exact Jacobian can he easily provided. IMSL
routine BCLSJ should be used instead.

Example

The nonlinear least squares problem

min

subject to -2:5 z, :< 0.5
-1 :5z2 5 <2.

where h(W) = 10(x - z'). and 1-(x) = (1 - z1) is solved with an initial guess
(-1.2.1.0). and defanit values for parameters

C Declaration ol variables
INTNU LDFJAC. H. I
PAU T (ELDJAC,2. 2, 02 -2)

C
INTER 1PARA(). ITP, NOUT
UAL FJAC(LDJAC.V), IFSCAL(C). FVri("). laSmCK,

1 R�APAN(7), x(N), ZCWmS(N), ZVO(ll), 13CM). RRCI)
WU7EA KW. AM=. WACY

C Coqewt the lout qtares for tas
C AaaeebrOCk function.

DATA 1O0=/-1.210. 1.010/, m312O1.010. FSCAL2"1.M/OEO
DATA ELI/-2.0E"O -1.010/. JWO-E0. 2,010/

C All the bouab are provided
ZIP a 0

C Detault Parc inu s are Used
•IJARANI) ,, 0

CALL SC3S (NO,1CM. N. i, XWWIS., IPl. XWI. 103. S. I FSCAL.
a IPAXAN, kPFA*N. 1. FMlC. YJAC. ,LPJA,.

C Priat regalts
CALL UMACl (2. !Mr)
1AUTE (M0 00.0gff) 1. FMvg. IPAin(3). tPA*UN(4)

C
09Wf FOUT (V Me aolattoa is 1, 2PI.4. /, * The function ".

a .'valvated at toe solutsoo , 1. 1t1. 2P2.4. //.
aI U T"e amber of itaatiOm s .is ,101. /. ' Til *.

BCLSF/DBCLSF LW5SL MATH/UILBRAY
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- & 'nIumbei of function evaluatio s '. 13, I)
END

C
SUSAOITZNE RISBCK (10, S. 1. F)
INEER K, N
REL X(M. F(N)

C
N(O) a 1.OEI£(X(2)-X(I)-X(1))
F(2) a I.OEO - X(I)

RETUD
END)

Output

The soluteion is 5000 .2500

The function evaluated at the solution is
.0000 .5000

The uar of iterations is 15
The nuMber of funcion evaluations i 22

Rferencea
Dennis. I. . Jr.. and Robert B. Schnabel (1983), Numeical Merhods for Uh.

consus~nd Optiinlwlon and Nonilnw Equition& Prentice-HaIL Englewood
C011 New Jam%.

Gill Philip E.. and Walter Munay (1976). M misar.on subject to bounds on ae
•vuab . NPL Report NAC 72L National Pbykal Laboratory, England,

Levenbat. K. (1944). A method for the solution of certain problems in lest Iquate.
Quar•ur~ of AppW MaghemAt 2164-168.

Marquadt. D. (1963). An aorthm for l.utquarm es atin.o of nonlinm pa.
usmeters. SL JouMa on App; M a ka 11. 431-441.
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"" I%7PRK/DIVPPK singleh/Bouhle p•reision j

Purpose- Solve an initial-value problem for ordinary differen;ial
equations using the Runge-Kuzta-Verner fifth-order and
six-t-order method.

Usage: CALL IVPRK (IDO. NEG. FCN. X. XEND, TOL. PARAR, Y)

Arguments

IDO - Flag indicating the state of the computation.
(Input/Output)
1 Initial entry
2 Normal reentry
3 Final call to release workspace
4 Rturnr because of interrupt I
5 Return because of interrupt 2 with s*tp accepted
6 Return because of interrupt 2 with stp re~ected
Normally, the initial call is made with M0al. The
routine then sets IDO&2 and this value is then used for
all but the last call which is made with 10-3, This
!anal call is only used to release workspace, which was
automatically allocated by tbe initial call with I00.l,
Set Remark 3 for a description of %be interrupts.

RED - Number of differential equations, (Input)
F - User-supplied SUBROUTINE to evaluate functions.

The usage is
CALL FCN (NED, X. Y PRINE). where
-E - Number of equations (Input)
X - Independent variable. (Input)
Y - Array of length M containing the dependent

variable values. (Input)
YPMIKE Array of length MEM containing the values of

dY/dX at (X.Y). (Output)
FCN must be declared LETWNAL to the calling program.

x -Independent variable. (Input/Output)
On input. X supplies the initial value.
On output. X is replaced by XUD unless error conditions
arise. See 1O0 for details.

XEND V41ue of X at Vhtch the solution is denired. (Input)
lUED may be less than the initial value of I.

TO - Tolerance for error control. (Input)
An attempt is made to control the norm of the local error
such that the global error is proportional to TOL.
Ron than one run. with different values of TOL., can be

IMSL hm. MATH/IULMARY ftPRK/DIIPRX
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used to estimate the global error.
Generally. it should not be greater than 0.001.

PARAM - Vector of length 50 containing optional parameters.
(Input/Output)
If a parameter is zero then a default value is used.
The following parameters must be set by the user.

PARAM Meaning
1 HI.IT - Initial value of the step size H.

Default: See Algorithm section.
2 HNIN - Minimum value of the step size H.

Default: 0.0
3 HNAX - Maximum value of the step size H.

Default: No limit is imposed on the
step size.

4 HXSTEP - Maximum number of steps allowed,
Default: 500

5 MUMFC• - Maximum number of function evuluations
allowed.
Default. No limit

6 - Not used.
7 ZIIRPI - If nonzero theo return with IDO4,

before each step.
See Rearuk 3.
Default- 0.

5 13TP2 - If nonzero thoe .return with IDOw,
after every successful atep and with
IDO-6 after every unsuccessful step.
See ftaark 3,
Default-: 0.

9 .SCAIX - A measure of the scale of the problem.
such as a approyimation to the avertge
value of a nore of the Jacoblan along
the trajectory.
Default: 1.0

10 IWO - Switch detersinang error nors.
,. . ._lo the followng U is the absolute

"value of an estimate of the error in
Y(O). called Yi here.
0 - ain(absolute error. relative error)

* aat(£1/Vt). i-,2. . .. H. N,.water
Vi " max(abs(YI .0.).

I - absolute error a ma(rEL). .11.2.;
2 - isax(E1i'I). I.L2 .. where

Wi - sax(abs(YI).FLOO),
and FLOMA is PARA(ll).

IVPR9K'DIVPRR IW4L. Inc. MATH/LIBRARY
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3 - .uclidian norm scaled by YJA
a sqrt(sum(Ei--2/W2--2)). where

a- - max(abs(Yi),.O)., !or YMAX.
see Remark 1.

11 FLOOR - Used in the norm computation.
Default: 1.0

12-30 - Not used.
The following entries in PARAI. are set by the program.

31 1TRIAL - Cuxrenc trial step size.
32 H1WINC - Computed minimum step size allowed.
33 H•AXC - Computed maxisua step size allowed.
34 NSTEP Number of steps taken.
35 NFCX - Number of function evaluations used.
36-50 - Not used.

Y - Vector of length NW o! dependent variables.
(Input/output)
On input, Y contains the initial values. On output.
Y contains the approximate solution.

Remarks

I. Automatic workepace usage is
IVPRK 10-HO units, or
DIVPXP 20-NEO units.

Workspace m•a be explicitly prorvded. .f desired, by use of
Z2PR/DIZ2PRK The reference as

CA I2MX (IDO, REQ. FM. X. XDW. T•0. PAIAM. Y.
VOWt. VK)

The additionl argusents are as follovs:
VMOWN - User-supplied SVIUM tISS to co€ te the" non of the

error. (Input)
Mhe routine my be provided by Oie usar. or the INSL
routine I3PRK/013PM say be used.
The usage to
CALL VOWU (•EQ, V. Y. YTAA. £UOU). vhere
NW - Nuambr of equations. (Input)
V - Vector of enith WM containing the vector who~e

norm is to bG coputed, (Input)
Y - Vector of le" 9M containing the values of

the dependent variable. (Input)
YWA - Vector of lent1 h MQ containing the maium Y

values conputed so far. (Input)
EXW - Norm of the vector V. (Output)
VNOM oust be declared UTOtAL in the calling progama

WK -Wori array of lena lO'- . W austnot be chaged

ISLM. Wa. MATH/LIDWARY P7RK/DIDPR"
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from the first call with IDO-I until after the ftna. :all
with IDO=3.

.2. lInormational errors
Type Code

4 1 Cannot satisty error condition. TOL may be too saa.a.
4 2 Too many function evaluations needed.
4 3 Too many steps needed. The problem may be stiff.

3. If PARUA(7) ,s nonzero. the subroutine returns with
IZO - 4. and will resume calculation at the point ot interrupzion
it reentered with IOO m 4. If PARAN(8) is nonzero. the
subroutine will interrupt the calculations immediately after it
decide* whether or not to accept the result ot the most
recent trial step. I10 a 5 it the routine plans to accept.
or IDO - 6 i. it plus to reject- ZOO may be changed by the user
in order to force acceptance ot a setp (by chano IDO troam
to 5) that would otherwise be rejected. or vice versa.
Relevent parameters to observe after reurun trom an interrupt
are I1X0 ITMIAL, NSS'V, NFN, and Y. Y is the newly coiputed
tial value, accepted or not.

Algorithm

ZIVMPR n& 4t W m Aproximtatlon to the sohnion of a wysiemn of i.st-odr dlIfferentil
ittaitiu.i of the uron V'." !fi. gi with intmial v',divtinu. The rtwiitw 01ttIl~pts to

anrp tlt* glonal error pmi•wtt to a uwer.$pwfiWed toh'rl ce. The pm~rtwalaty
"k~wids ot thl dlffereilaI trluation ull the rmW of itcregvation.

IVPU L eltiklnt for IONtlt•t• fvtl where the derivative O tw meu not
.- peons, t d w-lrc the ýWfuion is not required at Aa nWV ne of fiely spwd
pointg' aa mitght he required for grwphica utrwitpai.

IWRM is baeM ton a cotde kmgned Ity T. E, Hidt. W. H. Enright dad K. Rt.
J,,kson - 197"M 197s I. It uts fRw~c-Kutts famuuau of or&r live ard sa detv#4edly J. H. Vet .,

Example

Vwwsider a predator.ptey problem with rbbits agd fuoxe. Let v be the desoty
of rahbits•&M let•I be the dJerity•# tO•e. to the Amtntoi dany podator-pe:y
int'f*,tion the rabta would intre ai A rmte plmotioal to thuirtnumber. ad•d the
taxOO %Wud ,i, of nartao at a re Vpropwui to thetr number.."dexemaial.

r -. -I.
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- The rate at whimj the rabbhis are Paten by the foxe ýs 2rf and the rate at which
the foxe- ii.rreal-. they ar' eating the rabbits. is rf. So the mode! it, LK.
solved is

'= 2r-2rf

/' = -f ,.rf.

The initial conditioms are r10; = I and f(0) a 3 over the interval 0 _< t < 10.
In the program YWa) 1, and Y(2) = f. Note thaw the parameter vector is first

set to zero Iusing IMSL routiue SSET" and then absolut# error control is selected by
setting PAOAN(1O) = 1.0.

The last call to IVPRK with ID - 3 releases IMSL workspace, that was rwerved
on the first Call to ?VPRI(. It is not necessar. to release the workspace in thsi
example. wecause tbe program ends after solin a single problem. The call to
rel-ea workspam is made aso a model of wha woud be needed if the program
iudrudtd further cal& to IMSL routines.

Tim following plots are the result of using 1VPWK with motr closely spaced output
than what it, printed, (The program which does the Wozting is not shown.) The
weond plot iý a pbae diaraVm for this system and ckearly shows the periodir nature-

Of the solutiou.

IzMM AOX,. NO
PAVIA IU NVAPAR"5. JM.2J

C
IN?=n IDo. ismEPI Mfn
RaL MC. FWA?. fARAINXPAWI. T. TOND. Ita. 1(NE)
UITRU~S1C FLOAT
EMMUiA M~. TVMU. SS Ot WM

CALL. WkAC (2. SOMl
C Set aatla. CeadiUMa

1(1 a 1.0
V(2) v 3.0

C lat smr taolerase

C Ma -PASU to iefav~t
CALL 52? (WIAAN. 0.0. PAIWI. 1)

C Select aboo1ut Sflt coatni

C. RUIt 111.0
C IT taaafheade

Do100 * 6 1 10

CALL 10MS (100. SZO. FCV. T. TOM. TMt. MO2). Y)
IM1TZ (NI.I.U1.) S .?.

IMSL Inc. M4ATH/L18RAR 7VPRK/IVPR
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C Final call to release workspact
IDO a 3
CALL IVPRK (ZOO. NEO. FCN. T. TEND. TGL. PARAM, Y)

END
SUBROUTINE FCN (NEO. T. Y. YPRIKE)
INTECER NEO-
REAL T. Y(NW).M YPRINE(SEQ)

C
YPRINE(1) a 2.0-Y(I) -2 OwY(1)-Y(2)
YPRZNEW2 a -Y(2) * YW.Y(2)

END

Ouipait

ISTEP Ting Y1 Y
I 1 000 078 1 465

2 2.000 0DO .578
3 3.000 .292 .250
4 41000 1 449 .8

5 5.000. 4.046 1.444
* 0000 .176 2.256

8.* 148
O 00 6.515

to 10.000 3.157 .353

10
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-Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms

The basic linear algebra subprograms. usually called the PLAS. are routines for
low-level vector operations such as dot products. Lawson et al. (1979) developed
the original set of 38 BLAS routines. The I:SL BLAS collection includes these
original 38 routines plus additional routines. The original BLAS are marked with
a * in the descriptions.

Programming Notes

The BLAS do not follow the usual IMSL naming conventions. Instead the names
consist of a prefix of one or more of the letters I'. 'S'. 'D'. "C" and Z', a root
name. and sometimes a suffix. For subprograms involving a mixture of data types
the output type is indicated by the first prefix letter. The suffix denotes a variant
algorithm. The prefix denotes the type of the operation according to the following
table:

I Integer
S Real C Complex
D Double Z Double complex
SD Single and double CZ Single and double complex
DQ Double and quindruple ZQ Double and quadruple complex

Vector arguments have an increment parameter which specifies the storage space
between elements. The correspondence etween the vector z and the arguments SX
end INCZ is

X SX((I-1.,*ZNCX*I1) if INCQ _0
1 = SX((I-lfIC).I• tIf INCI <0.

Only positive values of INCX are allowid for operations which have a single vector
arsument.

The loops In all of the BLAS routies process the vector arguments in order of
inreasing i. For INCI < 0. this implies processing in revele storage ofrdr.

With the definitions,

M1 a max(1.,+(.V-1)INcXI)
MY - max({.1*..V-1)ZMCYI)

KZ , maX({.l+(.V-1) IXCZl)

the routine de ilption assum die (eolowing FORTRAN declarations:

IMPLICIT I MiEoI (I-U)
IKPLICIT EAL S
IMPLICIT DOL PRECISION D
IMPLICIT C0IGLiZ C
IMPLICIT DOMUU COPL z
Il•TUO IXo (X)

EAL SUM(), SY(KY) . SZCM•), SPAUR,(S).
ft SESLD9.)

BLAS IMSL% MATH/LIBRARY
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Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms~

jDouble
IInteger 'Real iDouble IComplex Comple Pg

u SE? SSET I OSET 'CSET ZSET 11026 1
T i ICOPY I SCOPY I DCOPY 1CCOPY iZCOPY 10261

.7 x SAL DSCAI. CSCAL ZSCAL :10261
ja e R - CSSCAL ZDSCAL 10261

yj= ax SYCAL DVCAL ~CVCAL 1=027 i~
fa ~K CSVCAL ZDVCAL 1027

T. ta I ADD :SADD IDADD CADD ZADD 1102 7

XaZ' IISUB SSUD DSUBI CSUB ZSUB j1027
y~,azi +yj I SAXPY IDAXPY I CAXPY 1 ZAIXPY J1027J

____A __ I__ SWAP ISSWAP IDSWAP CSVAP I ZSWAP 1028
Y SDOT DD D0MTU ZDOTU 1028

Y_______ T ODD? ODTC ZDOTC 1028

.7 T 1 DSDOT CZD0TU [ZQDOTU 1028
SDSDO I CUOTC I ZQDLITC 1028

ta*:. Vt SDDTDODDOT C=UOT I ZOUDOT '1028
a +2".VCZCDOT 1 ZQCDOT I1028 1

b xytsDDo? DQDOTX CZDOTI ZQDOTI j10291
ACC44-r -j t I 1SDDOTA JDQDOTA ICZDDA ZQDOTIL 1029

7___7 ri, SHIIPRD j OPROD I __ 1029
I SXYZ DXYZ I 1029

X'jISUN 155111 DSUm - 1i029
$I, ASUM DASUN SCASUN OZAUU 1 1030

iII2-~SKNM DNWtN i SCMR2 VZNRN2 1 1030
__ __ SPRDC I DPTOCT -10 30

111 rami,5m 1S11W I IDN1N 1 __ ___I1030

I z1 a ZS XIAX ID?(A 11030
1 I IU Enl ýz IISAflIN IDAINI ICAMIN [IZANIW 13

i T,= axý'I IISANA IDANA I ICAI4A IZANA2 11031

rotation I I
Apply Gvuim s ISROfl DROT MSOT ZDIOIT I1032

I rotati-on

Glven'c traidmon JI
MCoItrc MWs SHOM~ DRUMT - 0-i

bode~r tramfIoun I ,

tMigher precision .ccumulation used.

IMSLS MATH/UIBRAR'I BLAS
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DOUBLE PRECISION DX(MX), DY(OY), DZ(NZ), DPARAM(5),
k DH(LDH,*)

DOUBLE PRECISION DACC(2), DZACC(4)

COMPLEX CX(MX), CY(MY)
DOUBLE COMPLEX Zx(MX), ZY(MY)

Since FORTRAN 77 does not include the type DOUBLE COMPLEX. routines with
DOUBLE COMPLEX arguments are not available for all systems. Some systems use
the declaration M•POLEXe I6 instead of DOUBLE COMPLEX.

The set of BLAS routines are sumnmaized by the cable on pag 1025. Routines
marked with a dagger (t) in the table use higher precision accumulation.

Set a Vector to a Constant Value

CALL IS? (Nm I. IX, INCX)
CALL SSET (N. SA. SX, INC)
CLL DSEE (NU, DA, DX, INCX)
CALL CSE? (N, CA, CX. INCI)
CALL TEE? (vNI TA. 2. IxCI)

Thu. sWi-outines set -- a for i -= .2 ..... V. U V :5 0 then ct routines
retvu immediately.

Copy a Vector

CALL 1COPY (*, 1I. INC%, IY, M)Y)
-- * CALL SCOUP (N, St, IlC0. SY. VWY)
* CALL CDOPY (0, DX4 ?.*a DY, INCY)
- "CALL COPY (',CX, M1, , Cy, INCY)

ALL ?aPY (VN U, lid.ly, M10Y)

Tht .. butm se•o •o1 4  z i -- L.2.... V. IU V <0 th•n tho w n

Sea a Vocta

* ¢CALL SSUAL (,. SA. 5x. 1".)
S CALL MU (. DA. DX, I=0)
S CALL C ,AL ;I, CA, C1, UiCX)

ZA=L C (N, IA, U. , l )
* CA"l CS=CI (0. $A, C21 7"MX

CALL WSWA (1, P., 21, £1

Thm"subroutin t •, a, - ox# W ,. - .I...y U .v < 0 then the ruslues
Nttwu inuawdiattly.

.MSL MATH/LIBRARY
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